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The scale  of  CETI research in the terrestrial
and freshwater environments ranges front
global to microscopic
CEP/  undertakes research fragile ecosyst
such as the arid-cold Himalayan region  oi
Nepal
Mani/winingan automatic weather station at
Nloor House.
Moor  Housegpper Teesdale is  a  Minder site  of
b i 'ltOnii le//feil Change Network. this is a
longr erm moni taring piogramme for identifying
and qumilibing eninnten tented change due to
human activities, ancl is managed by CETI.
Dinobryon -  a species of algae comma, i in the
plankum of otigobs One u viers.
Foreword
The 1993 Government White Paper on  Realising our potential - a strategylbr science.
engineering and technologg  provided the NERC with a new mission. One element of
the re-organisation necessary for Council to meet this mission was to group a number
of its Institutes into a Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEII). The Centre was
formally launched in December 1994. Over the last two years, CEH has moved rapidly
to build integrated science programmes and management structures. This has been
achieved against a background of uncertainty created by Prior Options Reviews.
During the first half of 1996, NERC carried out a Prior Options Review of three of its
research establishments: the British Geological Survey (BUS). the Centre for Coastal
and Marine Sciences (CCMS), and the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEEB. This
review was part of a wider Government review of more than 50 public sector research
establishments. The NERC steering committee, chaired by a Council member and Vice
Chancellor of Dundee University, Dr Ian Graham-Bryce, carried out a se-arching
analysis and reported to Government in July 1996.
In January 1997, the Minister tor Science and Technology, fan Taylor MBE MP.
announced the Government's decisions relating to the Prior Options Reviews of three
NERC research establishments (BGS. CCMS and CEEB.
The key decisions are:
the functions of BGS, CCMS and CE11 are needed:
BUS, CCMS and CEll should remain in the public sector and retain their separate
identities:
NERC should pursue the opportunities for rationalisation and restructuring identified
by the reviews:
NERC should build on its arms length relationship with the establishments and
improYe their financial and management systems.
I am delighted that this uncertainty has now ended and that the outcome provides
recognition by Government of the past record of achievement of N E RC and its Centres
and Surveys. It endorses the future delivery of excellent, relevant and independent
science in the public sector and the integrated environmental research capability of
NERC Centres and Surveys. This outcome is the best one for the delivery of the NERC
mission.
The CETI staff have shown great resilience in maintaining vibrant, on-going science
programmes and in planning future science during the long period of uncertainty
associated with these reviews.
This 1995-96 Annual Report from CEH focuses on the new science Core Strategic
Programmes that have been developed. The breadth of the science covered by these
programmes and their relevance to regional, national and global environmental issues
are impressive. It is also noteworthy that the annual output of publications and
contract reports from CEH has been further improved.
I am confident that through an evolutionary process we can build on the considerable
progress which has already been made to enhance the scientific excellence and
relevance for which CETI is renowned.
commend this Annual Report to you.
Report of the
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
1995-1996
Natural Environment Research Council
T, E..  (Suet) i
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(...,;) To advance the sciences of ecology, environmental
mierobiology (including virology) and hydrology
through high-quality and internationally recognised
research, leading to a better understanding and
quantification of the physical, chemical and biological
processes relating to land and freshwater and the living
organisms within these environments.
Centre for
Ecology &
Hydrology
Mission statement
To investigate, through monitoring and modelling,
natural changes in the ecOlogical, microbiological and
hydrolOgical environments, tit) assess bOth historical
past and future changes, and to predict man's impact
on these environments.
(a) TO secure, expand and provide ecological and
hydrological relevant data to further scientific research
and provide the basis for advice on environmental
conservation and sustainable development to
governments and industry.
To promote the use of the Centre's research facilities
and data to provide research training Of the highest
quality and to enhance the United Kingdom's research
base, industrial competitiveness and quality of fife.
CEH is concerned with
the land on which we live,
its freshwaters and the
living organisms which
share the environment
with us.
Recognising the importance of an
holistic approach and in responding
to the aims of the UK Government's
1993 White Paper  Realising our
potential—a strategyfor science,
engineeringand technolog),  the
Natural Environment Research
Council restructured its activities
during l99.4. In the Director's Review
in the first Annual Report of the
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
1994-95, I described in some detail
the restructuring arrangements that
Council had put in place. A major
element of this was the formation of
the Centre for Ecoloby and
lyd ro logy (CEI4) (Appendix I 4
LEH is concerned with the land on
which we live, its freshwaters and the
living organisms which share the
environment with us. This covers a
diverse and complex area of science
with a wide range  of  scales in space
and time and has strong interactions
with the needs of industry and
commerce, economics, sociology
and politics. The land and its
freshwaters are threatened by natural
hazards, eg floods, drought and
windstorms, as well as man-made
pollutants resulting from waste
discharges or careless acts of man
DIRECTOR'S REVIEW
Robust and timely responses to major environmental
problems, such as the sustainability of natural
resources, climate change and pollution, are only
possible if based on sound interdisciplinacy science.
Director's review
leading to land degradation,
uncontrolled deforestation, loss  of
biodiversity or climate change. Our
mission is to advance knowledge and
understanding of the processes
relevant to these and ot her
environmental issues and to predict
change. This objective is achieved
through programmes  of  research,
monitzwing and data collection. The
CEH mission is given in full on the
facing page.
The component Institutes which have
been drawn together in C li Il are:
the Institute ol Freshwater
Ecology (lFE)
the Institute of Hydrology (I H)
• the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
(TIE)
• the Institute  of  Virology and
Environmental Microbiology
(NEW
CEH has 625 staff (475 scientists) and
about 300 visiting scientists and
students, welkequipped laboratories
located throughout the UK, and a
reputatkm for excellena- in natiomd
anti international scientific research,
monitoring, and data collection. As
such, CELL through its I nstitutes, has
one of the strongest capabilities 111
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pone's! Inst
CEH has a reputation for
excellence in international
scientific research,
monitoring, and data
collection. It has one of
the strongest capabilities
in the world for holistic
research in terrestrial and
freshwater sciences.
Centre for
Ecology  &
Hydrology
CEH
1. Wallingford
!FE
2. Windermere
3, Wareham
4. Monks Wood
5. Edinburgh
IH
IVEM
1TE
9, Monks Wood
10. Merlewood
11. Edinburgh
12. Furzetrook
13. Banchory
14.  Bangor
the WO rld for undertaking holistic
research in the terrestrial and
freshwater sciences.
To gain full benefit from the
scientific skills, experience and
facilities which exist within the
individual Institutes it is, of course.
necessary to cross Institute
boundaries and draw together the
science and the scientists. Excellent
progress has been made in this
respect during the course of the
year. This has been helped
particularly by the need to realign
the CEH activities to the New
Funding Model which is being
introduced progressively by NERC
for the allocation of its Science
Budget. The Model has four
components, namely:
• Non-Thematic research
o Thematic research
• Core Strategic research
o Infrastructure.
The latter component is essentially for
the provision of major science
facilities, including the 'well-found
laboratory'. ChM bids for research
funding from the Core Strategic and
Thematic elements of the Model.
CORE STRATEG9C
PROGRAMME
Linder the new arrangements, CFI I is
required to submit its Core Strategic
research programmes for assessment
by Programme Review Groups
(PRGs). The PRGs report to the NERC
Terrestrial and Freshwater Science
and Technology Board (TFSTB) (see
Appendix I). The Groups'
membership is drawn from a wide
science community which includes
the universities, industry, environment
agencies, etc (see Appendix 2),
The new research programmes wtll
begin on 1 April 1997. hi my
Director's Review last year I referred
to these new programmes but a.t that
time they were still at the formative
stage. During the course of the year
they have been developed and
strengthened. An outline of the
structural and the scientific challenges
for each of the ten programmes is
given in the following section of this
Report.
The ten new programmes, once
approved by the NERC TESTB, will
chart the course for CEH over the
neat five years and beyond. This
does not mean that the research will
become ossified. It wdl be subject to
annual review against a set of PRG-
approved targets, and the
programmes will be modified as
necessary to encompass newly
emerging areas of important
environmental science.
Although the PRG are independent of
CEH, they nevertheless have provided
the CM research scientists with
valuable comments on the scientific
content and balance within and
between programmes at their
3013Matiye 5. g. 19913 mo the
PRE: chairmen. _
hea:er oimnen
Chris Payne (Chiei ER.
Horriculruni Re.seaah internat.
Profesl,or Rick Bailarbee niversny
College iaaCir.ti i. and Drtihn Rodda
(President. ini•rnaiionil Association tit
Hydrological Sciences). and to ;Eh
Group membcs Tor theili guidance iii
this respect
Each of the ten program
require a ret,trarch 3npoi
three of the Gill institutes
area, will
11 at least
II hair
Institutes are in \ obed in .onit:
programmes the itU uf developing
and drafting ffie detailed proposals
within each programme has brought
the terrestrial and freshw ater
environmental scientists from different
disciplines and 11154ituies together to
share experiences and exchange ideas
in a 55 ay and to an extent that have
not happened before.
EhthSTi C RCG N ES
Ihe NERC. Thematic Programmes
provide Science Bridget support lor
basic and strategic research and
training in specific themes which have
been identified through the NERG
science planning process. GEH has
continued to provide the secretariat or
management of some of these
Programmes. CFI' Institutes also have
been successful with a number of
research bids into the Programmes.
often in collaboration with the
university sector. The Centre scientists
are active in developing ideas for new
"fhernatie Programmes tor
consideration by the Science and
..l'echnology Boards and Council.
More details on the role of GEI I within
the NERC Thematic Programmes is
presented in a subsequent section in
this Report
SRTEGRAT1NO
PROJECTS
Last year sonic of the CEld Science
Budget was used to fund inter-Institute
collaborative projects. 1 hese have
Mr  I hi., Dentin Ills Itnn , th 4  Ill ,/  teeth the RI  lion,/ nine! 11P
c-,‘,-ettern  snite tnr the  Ine  ill the ntert rifle weet tint 2 i I  nynhen 1991, IN-
termsfind  Inuit  e  in “Ininyl tin tronneettnel  Research t  //CPA.>is tine  tt,2% 's ;tunny
hemittn P  7R:0Y/111111es (photo  I  ern,'  linuert
become hiatitan Is 'Integrating I'
projects'. To qualify for support
projects have to lie at ithin the
coinpass 0/ one of the new Lid I
programow areas. to be of the highest
science quality. involve collaboration
between IWO or more Institutes. imd
have a pmject leader with the
responsibility for managing resources
across Institute boundaries. Funding
may be for a period up to three years
in the first instance. Seven such
projects were started last year.
Integrating 1:und project leaders
recently reported to the Oil I
Management Board on die scientific
pmgress that had been made during
die course of the past year. 'the
Board was pleased with the science
that is emerging at this early stage and
in particular noted the high level of
inter-Imititute collaboration. As a
consequence. 33 I•lolher 7e, (51 the
Science Budget was ci immured to the
Integrating Fund fiir 1990-97. bringing
the total to I 1%. Six new projects
were selected. A brief descript[on ol
all the approved Integrating Fund
projects is given m a following
sectioti.
The excellent pnigress that has been
achieved in the formation of
CEH scientists are active
in developing ideas for
new Thematic
Programmes for
consideration by the
Science and Technology
Boards and Council.
33)151ALgEgg'33319 )9933-93.5
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During the year CEH has
expanded its collaboration
and involvement with a
wide range of
organisations within the
UK, Europe and
worldwide.
Member organisations of
EurAqua and CONNECT
are able to act through
the networks in a
collective way and in doing
so can influence research
policy within the European
Union.
LI:11 outreach,
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Government
departments
multidisciplinary science teams in so
inany areas has resulted firstly from a
recognition by the scientists of the
added value that is brtmght to their
research through such collaboration
and, secondly. frt)nt the positive
encouragement that Institute Directors
have given their staff to cross their
Institute or site boundaries, where
appropriate.
CEH OUTREACH AND
NFU-VENCE
During the year Oil I has expanded
its involvement and collaboration
with a wide range ol oi.ganisations
within the UK, Europe and
worldwide.
Outreach
Europe
The EurAqua and 1;ONNECT
networks give a good indication of
the extent of our links within Europe.
EurAqua is the European Network of
Freshwater Research Organisations; its
:inns are to:
• encourage collaborau tn between
research scientists.
• promote the transfer of knowledge
relating to freshwaters from the
science base kW) policy at
national and union level, and
make expert advice readily
available to enhance European
competitiveness.
All the European Union Member
States have representin ion in
EurAqua. CE1 I's II I was a founder
European
Union
Environment
Agencies
member in 1992, but, as the
activities of EurAqua extend beyond
hydrology and water restMites ifite
aquatic ecology, it was appropriate
for membership in the coming year
to pass from 111 to CEH centrally.
This new arrangement will enable
Ill to continue to make an important
input to EurAqua, but will also give
IFE's aquatic ecologists greater
involvement. CONNECT, the
European Conservation Institutes
Research Network, although not so
extensive a grouping as EurAqua,
operates in a somewhat similar way.
CEI Es ITE is the CK participating
Institute. The member organisations
are able to act through the networks
in a collective way and in doing so
can influence research policy within
the Iniropean Union.
During 1995. the European
Environment Agency (EEA)
established the European
Environmental Information and
Observation Network EIONETy
which includes the European Topic
Centres (ETCs), National Focal Points
and National Units. CEH participates
in three of the seven ETCs: Inland
Waters. Biodiversity and Nature
Conservation. and Land Cover
Cril Fs 111 is a member of the ETC
on Inland Waters. One of the major
activities in 1995 has been an
overview of monitoring
i rem ent s ia kl down in
international legislation and an
examination of how each Member
State has organised its networks for
monitoring water quantity and
quality. CEIts ITE is i partner in
the Biodversity and Nature
flonscitation ETC, where the focus
during the year has been to review
existing data nlonitoring procedures
for species and habitats. ITE is also
a partner in the Land Cover ETC.
International science
All CEI I Institutes have continued to
contribute to the international
science programmes during the past
ytifIr For example several scientific
sfudies have been underken as part
of the International flvdri):Ggi
Programme !II f p, of tf.f.,EkrA ) and rhe
Operational I Tycl rolop Programme
tOHP! of the World Meteorological
Organisation CW\10i The institutes
have been particularly active within
the WAIO's Global. Energy and Water
Experiment (GEWEX) and ran a
W-MO IA1-1S wortshop on
Continentabscale hydrological nu dels:
charting the fiel  at CEI
Wallingford Laboratory; -16 invited
scientists from 11 countries attended
the Workshop. CEEI also hosts the
Focus 3 office of the International
Geosphere-Biosphere Programme's
core project on Global Change and
Terrestrial Ecosystems (CcrE). The
activities of the GM Office, and
examples of CEI l's participation in
international science are described in
a subsequem section of this Report.
Universities
Our university links have continued
to grow and within CE1-1 there are
now  21  scientists who carry
professorial status. Details of the
university links are given in
Appendix 3.
Influence
Chl-I is frequently called upon to
express views on areas of developing
policy or concerti to UK Government
or to the Environment Agencies. The
Centre was, for example, given the
opportunity to submit both written
and oral evidence to the I louse of
0mm-ions Environment Committee
during its review of water
conservation and supply. The
Environment Committee reported in
November 1996. Several of the items
raised in the CEll evidence have
been referred to in its Report and
some are identified as areas where
action is needed.
Centre scientists also provide advice
on a wide range of science policy
relating to K. European
international issues Mrofigh the
many committees on which they
serve. A liming of the CEH
committee representation is given
in Appendix 4_
FINANCE
The year I995-96 saw a small
decline in CPI Es overall lesel of
funding. CPA I income derives from
the NERC Science Budget (as
described above) and from a wide
range of customers who fund
Commissioned Research (CI:). An
analysis in a later section of the
Report shows that 52% of CEH
income is obtained from this latter
source. All of the Commissioned
Research is complemenmry to
CEI-Fs Science Budget programmes
(Core Strategic and Thematic) and
there are a number of research
projects which have been initiated
on a jointly funded basis.
Although some of die CH projects
are long term, the income from
some customers may fluctuate from
year to year, While every attempt is
made by CEH and its Institutes to
forecast such changes, this is not:
always possible. A drop in
income, which is outside CELL
control. may occur so
unexpectedly that it is difficult for
the Institutes to respond quickly.
Such a decline, though small,
occurred in 1995-96_
OUTPUT
In my overview in last year's
Annual Report, I referred to the
marked increase in the number of
CEEI Institute publications and
contract reports pniduced in I 994-
95 cornpared with those in 1993-
91. I am pleased to note that this
high level of performance has been
I:uglier increased. This has been
achieved during a year in which
there has been an exceptionally
heavy workload on the many
scientists who have been
associated With the detailed
lhe a Chairman es le
Bars IL:Dec-tor General Malconagreia
isitel CHI sei tI ntlinglord therith:
ear lie it as accontoan ha( P rgfessor
I Jo na GliDa :Trench Ein bassi') and Air
Patrick Lairmie (Director Conagrch The
part:. I 1(1,1 b ()el' ed it Il, Tony Debt:el'
(Act mg Director Mt and Prclessor Brian
Wilkinson (Director Cifib
The number of CEH
Institute publications and
contract reports prepared
during  the  year has
increased compared with
last year's output.
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Professor Pat Nuttall has
been appointed as
Director IVEM and Dr Jim
Wallace as Director 1H.
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OW Management Board -Professor Mike Roberts (Deputy Director (HI and Director
172),  Mr Two, Debney (Acting Director NI). Pmfessor Alan Pickering (Director  WE);
Professor Pat  Nunall  (Director  IVI:M),  Driane Metcalfe (Heact edSeience Polie)9.
Professor Brian Willentson (Director C'Ew and Mr  Phil Will  lanes (Head of
Achninistradynn.
development of CEll's ten research
programmes. In highlighting the
efforts and achievements of the CEH
scientists, I do not overlook the
substantial contribution that the
administrative and other support
services staff at all the CEIT sites
have made. They have had to
accommodate additional work clue
to the delegation of a number of
functions previously undertaken at
NERC Swindon,
CEH MANAGEMENT BOARD
The CEEI Management Board is the
forum where the Centre's scientific,
financial and administrative
strategies and policies are debated
and developed. During the course
of the year, the Board has
addressed issues such as the
content and management of new
CEH science programmes, budget
allocations, re-structuring,
computing requirements, the 'Prior
Options Review' and many others.
The Management Board is
composed of the Director CEll
(Chan-man), the CEH Institute
Directors (Professor Mike Roberts,
Deputy Director CE11 and Director
ITE, Professor Alan Pickering,
Director IFE, Professor Pat Nuttall,
Acting Director 1VEM, and Mr Tony
Debney, Acting Director ILI) and the
Head of Administration (Mr Phil
Williams). Dr Jane Metcalfe, _Head of
Science Policy, is the Board Secretary.
I am grateful to the Board members
for their unstinting support du ring the
course of the past year. Mr Tony
Debney retired in November 1996. I
wish to thank Tony for his help in
establishing CEH during its formative
years and for the significant
contribution he has made to the
management and the science of
over the last 28 years. Both the posts
of Director and IVEM were subject
to open competition recently. I was
delighted that Professor Pat Nu ttall
was conlirmed as Director of 1VEM
and that Dr Jim Wallace (formerly
Head of Processes Division, BD has
been appointed as Director of
PMOR OFMONS REV EVV
Above, I refer to CEH's improved
performance during the past year in
terms of publication and report
output. This has not only been
accomplished with an increased
worldoad but also under the
uncertainty associated with the
Government's Review of the public
sector research establishment -the so-
called 'Prior Options Review'.
During 1.994 the CEll Institutes were
required to prepare papers and give
evidence to the Office of Public
Science and Services as part of the
hificiency survey of the public sector
research establishment. The
published report of the sun-ey left
unresolved the role of many Research
Council Institutes within public sector
science. In September 1995 the
Government announced that 42
public sector research establishments
would be subject to further review to
assess whether the 'functions' of the
establishments were needed and
whether the public sector should
provide them. Scope for further
Cx-lin  PIP&
CEH 0.-as subject ro /his 'Prior
Options Reviev..j. The Centre
prmided exlensive docurnemary
evidence and made a verbal
preseniatimi tO the Steenn:-,
Committee undertaking the NERC
Prior Options Review. CE/ I took the
opportuniry to highlight the major
benefits that have been derived and
will continue ro flow- to the ecological
and hydrological sciences as a result
of the strong interdisciplinary focus
that is ROW possible through CHI.
'the NERC Steering Committee
presented its report to Government in
late July 1996. In January 1997, the
Minister for Science and Technology,
tan Taylor MBE MP, announced the
Government's decisions relating to
the Prior Options Reviews of three
NERC research establishments: British
Geological Survey, thu Centre for
Coastal and Marine Studies, and the
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology.
The key decisions are given in
Professor Krebs(Chief Executive,
NERC) Foreword to this Report., but in
essence the Government has decided
that the function of CETI is needed,
that it shall remain as an entity in the
public sector, and that opportunities
for rationalisation and restructuring
will be pursued within NEC. 'l'his
outcome is good news for CE1-1.
It is to the credit of all CETI staff that
the research has rem:fined so
buoyant, such excellent progress has
been made in developing new
integrated science programmes, and
that the outputs have been improved
during the year against this
background  of  uncertainty and
potential change.
ProfessOr Krebs and Conned showed
great vision in establishing CDT The
Council's actions preceded the re-
organisation of the environmental
regulatory agencies which involved
the tbrmation of the multidisciplinary
Locatimes 91 die aIm i ht a Isen io,is qf Ihe Eur4cma (
European netuJoit.
Environment Agency for England
and Wales and the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency.
NERC. through CEEL is well
positioned to respond to the
terrestrial and freshwater research
needs of these new organisations,
CEH is now experiencing at first
hand rhe positive benefits to national
and international science arising from
greater integration. I am delighted.
following the Prior Options Review,
that such major benefits will be
retained. The ftiture for LEH is
bright.
This Report can be no more than a
brief overvieW  of  the wide range of
scientific activity within CELL A more
detailed description of the science is
presented in the individual Annual
Reports of the CETI Institutes which I
commend to you,
DRECTO R'S RE,7T
and CO. ECT ( • )
The strong
interdisciplinary focus that
is possible within CEH
continues to advance
ecological and
hydrological science.
Brian Wilkinson
Director
Centre for Ecology & Hydrology
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A major taslzfor CEH has been to develop an integrated
science programme across its Institutes. The emerging
programme was described in thefirst Annual Reportfor
CEH in 1994-95. Over the preceding year CEH has made
major progress in refining and developing this
research into its new Core Strategic Programme. The
conaplete Programme has been developed to reflect the
holistic nature ofthe terrestrial andfreshwater sciences,
whereby physical, chemical and biological processes
interact in time and over spatial scales from the
molecular to the global.
The Core Strategic
Programme
A fundamental requirement of CEI
is to develop an interdisciplinary
science programme that poses
important research challenges while
addressing the key environmental
questions of the time. The Core
Strategic Programme of Clifl has
been developed to provide a
science base that underpins national
and international requirements in
the terrestrial and freshwater
sciences and enables the Natural
Environment Research Council to
fulfil its mission with respect to
terrestrial and freshwater ecology,
hydrology and environmental
microbiology. In shaping the new
Programme, the environmental and
natural resource issues as identified
by NERC. the EU Fifth Action Plan,
the major international programmes
and Technology Foresight have all
been taken into account. The
complete Core Strategic Programme
has been developed to reflect the
continuous nature of the science,
though for management purposes it
has been subdivided into discrete
programme areas. Strong links exist
naturally between the individual
programmes,
The CEld Core Svategic Programme
both contributes to, and depends
on, terrestrial and freshwater
research in the UK and overseas in
particular through extensive
collaboration with academic
organisations and through
programmes such as the World
Climate Research Programme
(WCRP), the International
Geosphere—Biosphere Programme
(RAP), the International Ilydrology
Programme (1 UP), and others. The
Programme is also supported and
augmented through Commissioned
Research, which is generated by the
extensive user base for the science
conducted by CEH. The CE11
Programme has been devised to be
dynamic and subject co change. as it
responds to new environmental
challenges, including those related to
wealth creation and quality of life.
It encourages an active flow of
information between the UK science
base and the users of the science_
The science programmes are due to
start in April 1997. in line with the
implementation of NERC's New
Funding Model. As pan of NEI1C's
commitment to maintain scientific
quality, all the programmes have
been reviewed during 1996 by
independent panels of experts called
Programme Review Groups (PRGs).
The composition of these Groups is
given in Appendix 2. The
Programme Review Groups have
focused on the strategic direction of
The ten science programmes and the participation of the CEH Institutes
CE11 programmes
Soil and soifivegetation interactions
Land use science
The urban environment
Freshwater resources
Biodiversity
Pest and disease control
Pollution
Environmental risks
Global change
Integrating generic science
the science and the quality of the
research programme presented.
Their comments have been used to
modify. and strengthen the research
programme of Chi I. The EEGs
will assess progress on an annual
basis, reporting co the February'
meeting of the NERC Terrestrial and
Freshwater Science and Technology
Board (Appendix 1). with a major
review of the science every five
years.
It is a significant achievement and a
credit to all the scientists involved
that an integrated research
programme, to which all the
Institutes of CHI contribute, has
been developed over the last year
and is ready to begin by the
planned date ofApril 1997.
The following pages present a brief
description of the themes and
challenges within each of the ten
CM programmes.
LEE 111 1TE  rtitm
CORE STRATEGIC PROGRAMME
Cars 177 :has produced /he first. complete
Land Cover Map  of  Greta Britain since
1960, using satellite imageryand ground
survey. The Mformation is available in
digitalform or as paper maps_
Institute stag are quantifying major
sources and sinks of important
greenhouse gases within the CETI
programme on Global Change.
Processes involved in ihe biodegradation
qf oiled beach sand from the Sea Empress
oilspill in February 1996 are being
studied in a Clill contract for the UK
Marine Pollution Control Unit within
Cliffs  programme on Pollution
CEH ANNUAL REPORT 1995-96 9
CORE ETRATEGR: PROGRAMME
"the common pill millipede is one
example of the diversity qf soil fauna
being hwestzgated wilhin this research
progranzme
Inocybe longicystis - decomposer fitngi
growing on woody liver Stqff in Cifis
ITE are currently using molecular
techniques to investigate the species
contposition of mixed fungal
communities involved in decomposition.
Intact soil cohunns used in the study qf
soil processes. Collaborative studies ity
ITS and &It using these systems have
revealed the impacts of global warming
on soil drainage waler quality
PARTICIPATING CEN
INSTITUTES:  IFE,  iH , TE, IYEN
Programme Leader
Prof M Hornung
ITE Merlewood
10 CEO ANNUAL REPORT 8995-96
Soil and soil/vegetation
interactions
Soils have key roles in the control of global change, pollution
impacts, maintenance ofbiodiversity and sustainable development.
An understanding of soil processes andfunctions is essential to the
optimal and sustainable management of soils, land and -water
resources, and the prediction and management of the impacts of
pollution, environmental change and land use. An -understanding of
soil components, properties and processes underpins all sty
environmental issues identified byNERC. The recent Technology
Foresight scoping exercise identified 'Land and soil at risk' as a
priority area for research. The Royal Commission on the
Environment programme has identified the need to expand
research on soil processes in the UK
PROGRAMME THEMES
The programme aims  to  improVe our understanding and ability to model
key soil processes which control the transformations of materials in soils
and the transfers of water, solutes and gases between soil pools and
between soils and the atmosphere, and soils and drainage waters. There are
three intedinking projects. which cover:
• physico-chemical processes affecting soihwater balances
• bioltigically mediated soil. processes
• physical and physiological processes controlling soil/water balances.
THE CHALLENGES
The key, overall challenges for the prograMme are to.
improve the detailed description ol.soil chemical and biological
processes and theit incorporation in models applicable at a range of
scales
gain an understanding of the functional role of soil biological
populations and communities
improvct our ability to deScribe and quantify the bioavailable fraction of
soil nutrient elements and pollutantskontaminants and the fraction
available for plant uptake and for transport
• understand and model for predictive purposes the flux Of water through
the soil/vegetation/atmosphere continuum
predict how soil processes and soil/vegetation interactions will respond
to environmental stress and land use change.
Land use science
Land use is subject to continual change driven by economic, social,
political and environmental pressures.  A  number of recent policy
statements relate directly to land use issues. eg at the global scale
Agenda 21, and at the national scale the Rural England and Rural
Scotland White Papers. Integral to all environ»tental and societal
processes is the availability offresh water. The manner in which
land use may affect this resource, both in terms of quantity and
quality, is a matter of growingconcern to society at large, which now
has a much greater expectation that newforms of land use shall be
sustainable and environmentally benign.
NERC plays a leading role in land use research, and CETI is
providing the Secretariat for the NERC Land Use Research  Co-
ordination  Committee.
PROGRAe
The research programme aims to promote an integrated approach to land
use science that is applicable to the wide range of user community needs.
The research focuses on:
• Monitoring and understanding the impacts of land use change on water
and carbon balances and on habitatS and wildlife
• Modelling the processes and effects of land use change
• developing strategics for the optimisation Of land use.
These themes wilt be developed to provide the basis for large-scale. Mng-
term analytical studies or land use change.
THE CHALLENGES
The key challenges Mr the programme are to:
apply hierarchical and biogeographical theories to landscape-scale
dynamics in order to develop management techniques that maintain
landscape qualiR-
analyse biological and land use systems to provide a basis Mr (he
integration or environmental and production criteria in land uile
planning and management
achieve a full understanding of the interlinking processes involved in the
hydrology and ecology of river basins and their impacts with human
activities.
:74
—
(Ors Institute of Ilydrology has been
commissioned by Somerset Count).
Council and the Royal )ociety for lhe
Protection of Birds to supply hcdrolo,gical
espertise anti advice on a reedbed
creation schenw <11 Haw SbinerseL
The interactions between (be mosaic of
uphold land use and py(Pology and
ecologc Is a nuporlbctis of Ibe u,ork
Oilds11-1 and Typical of these upland
land uses is the area shot<'17 around the
Clywedog rew., i u/i' in rnid-Wales.
Fuca/if/us plennal ion in India have
raised concerns about impacis oo waler
resources. tall sup! are providing
ach-lee it, theKarnataka foresl
Dep«rlment in Southern !Julia, through
a <flannel floured by the Overseas
Dei,elopmenl Agerley.
PARTICIPATING CEH
/NSTITUTES: IFE, IH, lYE, IVEM
Programme Leader
Prof I R Calder
IH Wallingford
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CORE STRATEGQC PROGRAMME
A 10 km .v 15 kin area of central London,
mapped from Landsat satellite image data:
(7.17-1s ITE. The ntap shows tbe River
Thames Iblum culling through the
continuously built-up core  of  coaral
London (black). will, residential. areas
(grey) and open spaces (gut-ten) including
woodlands (red): the detail. though
recorded from 800 km up in space, is line
eizongb to show the herring-bone pattern
of  streets in suburban areas and the
bridges anoss tbe River Thames
5=5,57-a-
Teasel (Di/  saws full(); am..), a plant often
found in garden:. rh,erhanks eactl
roadside I ecges. lt is a goodfood sourre
for btateullies and seed-eating birds in
urban ane mast areas.
ttrhat amenity a vas often become
de8ra led wastele nd. The hnplications fbr
the de vlopuneta  of  bealltbt. sustainable
urban env/innin Ms will be studied in
this programme
PARTICIPATING CEH
INSTITUTES:  IFE, ETE
Programme Leader
Dr J E G Good
ITE Bangor
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The urban environment
By the year 2000 half of the world' s population trill live in cities. In
the UK 90% of people live in urban areas which occupy only 10% of
the land. Urban areas provide employnteta, housing and social
contact but they consume resources, generate waste and pollution,
destroy habitats and are prone to environmentalhazard and decay.
The Earth Summit hi 1992 highlighted the need to develop more
socially and ecologically sustainable cities. Anew Global Action Plan
for cities was launched by the UN in 1996. In the UK, urban issues
permeate the priority areas of science and technology identified in
the Technology Foresight Programme. CEH has responded to the
needfor research dedicated to understanding urban environmental
problems through the development of this new science programme.
PROGRAMME THEMES
The programme has two main themes:
• the development and eMension, through t;tirvey, Monitoring and
modelling, of the interdisciplinaly knowledge base required to plan and
achieve more sustainable urban environMents
• understanding the key environmental patterns and ecological and
hydrological processes in urban situations and their responses to
change, especially those resulting from man. s activities.
THE CHALLENGES
The key challenges associated with these aims are -Lb:
• identify and characterise patterns of land and water use, habitats,
biodiversiN and specieS distribution in differing urban environment; in
relation to historical and current human activities
• understand the impact Of key aspects of urbanisation on the functioning
of soil and aquatic sediments and to develop and integrate models
Covering water and pollutant movement, chemiCal and biological
processes, and the ability to support healthy and diverse communiti
flora and fauna
improve understanding of patterns and processes in air pollution and
deposition tO soils, vegetatibn and fresh water and to improVe
atmospheric pollution models and the prediction of poor air quality that
may damage human health
determine urban iMpacts on water flow rate and pollutant flux/
concentration in the aquatic environment and identify effects on the
physical and ecological balances in aquatic ecosystems.
Freshwater resources
The need for adequate and sustainable water resources forms the
basis of much environmental  policy  worldwide, but the conflicts
between demands for fresh water and resource conservation are
increasing, even in climatically wet countries like the UK The
driving objective behind this programme is the need to improve the
scientific basis for the effective strategic and sustainable
management offreshwater resources required to overcome these
conflicts.
Progress towards developing a balance between allocating tvater
resources to meet economic demands and simultaneously meeting
an increased demand for long-term protection of the freshwater
environment is dependent on the participation of a wide range of
users.
RAMME THEMES
The programme brings together CElts research in water quantity, water
qualify and the ecological components of freshwater systems into an
integrated research programme, with major themes including:
water quantity— improving understanding in surface/groundwater
interactions and water resource modelling
• water quality — measuring and modelling responses of aquatic biota to
physical and chemical properties and improving water quality
management
• fisheries and aquaculture.
THE CHAL LENCErg
The key challenges in the programme are to:
• establish and quantify hydrological llowpaths and storage in freshwater
systems and to improve understanding of the interactions between
surface and subsurface processes
• develop mathematical models to simulate water resource systems
accurately and realistically and to estimate extremes
• develop integrated catchment resource management systems which
include water quantity. water quality and hydroecological models to
enable sustainable water resource development in a holistic manner
• improve our understanding of the ecology of fresh waters and to
develop mathematical models to simulate. accurately and realistically, the
relevant processes and biotic responses.
CORE STRATEGir  FROC3r,,=‘
!Perin/ere C.NMbrie; Ike
wrigre 5et/er inn let-stew&
Inc ow too; agreeing itakiTtleiti)rom
ca/chneents and reservoir:
Oactors regulatteig the production cil
freshwater fish epecies qf economic
imporlemce leg bronn front Cialmo
trut16)/ also constitute an ineleortant
respect pf the programme.
%here has been increased concern hi
recoil uvars over /be appearance of toxic
ggenobacteried blooms. Ibis is one of
the hip ees beneg celled in /be water
quality element of tbis mogrannele.
PARliCiPATiNG CEH
NSTITEJTES: FE,
Programme Leader
Dr C S Reynolds
lEE Windermere
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Priest Pot -a small pond at the north end
of EstbnwiteUlaier in the Lake Instrict
the pond is the site of an intensitsi study
of the reciprocal interactitHIS between
iii icaMial ditsirsi0. and ecosystem fund inn.
CH Vs lillbas been looking at the
istrilmtion of the small minor/rein single/
Inateyfir (Erehia epi ph roM. and the likely
in/wet/HUM:es qf land use and dinetitir
clan lge on this species for the VC011isil
AM ma/ Heritage
1Mderstancling the hybological
Itincrioniity of ice/lands is te prereiptisite
to consertMtg their hiodneesity. LElis
is advising on the management of
Nartwasta Lagoon, Alban ta's fivsl welhotd
to he designated as a Ramsay site of
internal iwtal /in/tonality.
PARTICIPATING CEH
INSTITUTES: FE, IH, lTE, rvEm
Programme Leader
DrJ I Cooper
IVEM
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Biodiversity and population
processes
Through the Convention on Biological Diversity and a wide range of
European and global protocols and legislation, the UKGovernment
is committed to the conservation and sustainable use ofbiodiversity.
Biodiversity is essential - though to an unknown extent - for the
functioning; of ecosystems, including wild places, rivers, lakes,
forests, farmed land and urban environments. Understanding
biodi versify is required to build sound national and international
policies on the conservation of ecosjstems a»d the susta inable use
ofnatural resources from local to global scales.
PROGRAMME THEMES
The programme aims to improve out- understanding of microbiological and
biological resources at a range of scales. Thc research addresses
biodiyersity as the earth's biological capital, considers the underlying
processes' and resulting functions, and directs knOwledge ro the sustainable
management of biodiversity through four major themes:
• biodiversiry characterisation, pal tern and monitoring
• ecosystem function and biodiversity
• population pmcesseS underlying biodiversity
• conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity.
THE CHALLENGES
The research focuses on a number of key challenges:
• developing techniques for defining and measuring biodivcrsity,
especially at the genetic level, nu mitoring changes and identifying
patterns against environmental gradients. over both time and space
• determining the reciprocal interactions between biodiversity and the
functioning of ecosystems by investigating processes involved in the
evolution and maintenance of diversity
• identifying the population processes ar the level of single species and
groups of interacting species that underlie and maintain biodiversity.
including the genetic aspects of population ecology
• based i in the principles established through the above research.
developing policies for conservation, restoration and sustainable
exploitation of biodivers4 and improving knowledge in order to n nage
ecosystems with ecological continuity.
Pests and disease control and
risk assessment for GMOs
There is a serious need world wide‘for more e ectire control agents
for pests and diseases that are both sustainable and
envirminentally friendly. Despite the wide range of pest control
products currently available. pests (eg insects, weeds, fungt
viruses) cause severe damage to food Crops in the field and in
storage. Wildlife, livestock and human diseases are also an
expanding problem, particularly arthropod-borne diseases.
The questfor alternative environmentallyfriendly pest and disease
control strategies has itself given rise to new problems, eg risk
assessment involved with the release of genetically modified
organisms (GATOs), which carries its own legislation. The primaiy
aim of the programme is to help in the provision of novel control
strategies for pest and disease control
P ROG RA MMETH ENES
The primary aims of the programffie are to assist in the provision of novel
pest and disEase control strategies whilst assessing any possible risk to the
environment. The programme falls into two main themes:
• pest control
• animal disease control_
Nkilecular biology is essential to much of the work which helps give the
programme a novel and progressive approach.
THE CHALLENGES
The programme describes the problems of pest and disease control using
environmentally sustainable methods. The key challenges are to:
determine the interrelationships berween insect pests and their natural
enemies at ecolOgical and molecular levels as a basis for developing
sustainable pest management strategies
evaluate transgenic genes in natural plant communities and exploit
pathogen-derived genes for virus/vector management in crops
• develop realiStic, quantitative assessments of the environmental impact of
releasing genetically modified viruses, bacteria and plants
• improve water quality monitoring through biotechnology and knowledge
of the ecology of pathogens in fresh water.
S TRICT E C
lame beata; moth (Pa nt flamnprai
larca jecta ate an locittepole pine Uun
IS Se 10 'C.': Ibe etymon/es bet tceen pirst, host
pima (ma' natural ea ea ties tsuch les insect
chases) in ler develop generic mot lets
to assess the threat to forests and the impact
of  (afferent control sinaegies.
'Blanket tifaoeing' - the method of
collecting licks that transmit the Lyme
cliseelse agent.
fah/Nairn of Pythium ultimum owpore
germination in the presence qf stational),
phase cells qf  Pstudomonas  fluorescens
- an example of biological con ttol
activity
' metabolically odil'e uospote
2 (inset:) ava/eel aospores - no evidence
of  metabolic actil'ity
'gerntinia ing oosporry
PARTECAPATiNG CEH
5NST1TUTE5: IFE, Er E, PiEM
Programme Leader
Dr J S Cory
IVEM
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CORE STRATEGK: PROGRAMME
CELL staff are advising LWGovernment
agencies on memedial actionJO/lowing
accidental oil spills al sea.
Otlis ITIL is monitoring time djects on.
vegetation jblimeing a tanker spill of
viam'l chloride
PARTICIPATING CEH
INSTITUTES: FE, IH, ITE, IVEM
Programme Leader
Dr S Dobson
ITE Monks Wood
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Pollution
Recent years have seen the rapid development of legislation, at both
national and international level, to regulate chemicals in the
environment - particularly those pollutants known to produce
adverse effects on the environment or on human health.
Effective control of chemicals through legislation requires
methodology to estimate the fate, hazard and risk associated with
each chemical The formation qfthe Enviromnent Agencies in the UK
and Europe will increase the priority for this kind of research and
the need for monitoring to deMonstrate the benefits of policy
implementation.
PROGRAMME THEMES
The programme aima to develop a better understanding of generic
processes such as transport processes, fluxes of pollutants and the fate of
pollutants in order to predict more accurately the likely impacts On
environments and organisms. The main themes of the programme are:
• long-range transport of persistent organics and metals
• further development of the critical loads approach, particularly for
acidifyingpollutants
• environmemal pollution and human health.
THE CHALLENGES
The key challenges are to:
• develop the tool& necessary to predict tbe transport and fate of a
prioritised set of pollutants, from both diffuse and point-sources,
through air, land and aquatic environments, maintaining a whole-
ecosystem approach
• predict the dispersal chatacteristics, fate and impacts of pollutants
released to atmosphere, land or water following major accidental
discharges or major industrial accidgntS
• determine the impacts of pollutants on water and land resources,
organisms, populations and communities
• communicate research on environmental quality to benefit regulators
and users in all sectors.
Environmental risks and
extreme events
The 1990s hare been desIgnated as the International Decade for
Natural Disaster Reduction UDNDR). CHI is contributing
significantly to ID.VDR through its pmgramme of research into the
prediction of extreme natural events such asfloods and droughts,
which are disasters affecting tens  ref  thousands of people and
causing billions  ofpon  ndsworth of damage annually around the
world. In addition, other unusual unpredictable events such asfire.
strong winds and temperature extremes can often have dramatic
effects on ecological communities, paradoxically  glen  beingboth
threat and an opportunity to different species at the same time.
s research programme aims to understand how environmental
extremes affect mankind and the natural environment, and to
develop quantitative predictive tools to describe these effects.
PROGRAM
Preventative or ameliorating measures lk r extreme events can onh be
planned for Once suitable models have been developed_ Such models
require long-term datasets, many of which are held and managed by CE11.
The programme aims to take a holistic view of the environment, to recognise
particular risks and to identify those areas most prone to environmental risks
and rare events. The Main themes of the programme are to:
develop models and methods for estimating the magnitude, frequency,
and occurrence  of  environmental extremes
produce forecasting and decisit in support tools for flood, droughts and
water quality
understand and model the role of rare environmental events on natural
ecological systems.
THE CHALLENGES
The key challenges are:
risk assessment and estimation of floods and other extreme events
through developmen«)f new and improved design tools
• development of new generic solutions to the problem of determining
the combined probability of occurrence of two independent events
• development of improved real-time flow and water quality forecasting
and decision support systems
extending existing forecasting techniques into ungauged regions and
into new climatic zones, such as arid n:gions
• combining physical and biological datasets in order to model the role of
rare events on ecological systems.
CORE STRATErdC PROGU,'
ist rhi. fn.
"HI irnirkirr neon-
"' .ii'h c'./lserurrs
(' 11 I's 11 l ties iessisleil in asses
kinoiling lrunr (in' cyrilre
"(5 ry
ts 171: is measre ring tire resmnises
a' /writ" 01 regenil inn types "nil »NW
species lo ylki/in's across set "sea
iiilk-run I knitirs rorse1
PARTICPATING CEH
INSTITUTES: iFE, lVEM
Programme Leader
F A K Farquharson
I I-1Wallingford
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=7:Co
'the CEN's Ill Hydra, an instrament for
the direct measurement of evaporation
fluxes, at a site near Nyoilesund.
Svalbard, in Sweden. Ibe measurements
are part  of  a lnogramme  of  research into
the effects of global climate change on
the arctic.
4/7 experimein in the Penti ines. in
northern England, it/determine the
impacts of elintate change on plants and
A study at s PIE is examining the
eflects of increased uhravioledli
radiation on the growth and leaf/it/er
deconMosition of .pedunctilate oak
(Quercus  robur) using a computer-
controlled outdoor irradiation system.
PARTICIPATING CEH
INSTITUTES: BFE, BM, ITE, WEN
Programme Leader
Prof M G R Cannel!
ITE Edinburgh
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Global change
Many changes are occurringglobally as a result ofman's activities.
Some, such as losses of biodiversity, freshwater eutrophication
and the emission of short-lived air pollutants, are occurring
simultaneously in many places and their local or regional impacts
are seen repeated around the world. Others„such as industrial
activity, deforestation and desertification, occur locally but cause
signWeant long-term changes directly or indirectly to the
atmosphere or oceans so that their effects persist and are seen
globally. These global changes are the main focus  of  this
programme.
PROGRAMME THEMES
The programme aims to help reduce the uncertainty in the magnitude of
global change and its impacts. The research is focused on improving the
accuracy  of  global change predictions by:
• iMproving Our knowledge  of  greenhouse gas budgets and land/
atmosphere interactions
• forecasting global change impacts on species, ecosystems and water
resources.
THE CHALLENGES
The key challenges include:
reducing uncertainty in energy, water and greenhotise gas budgets
through intensive measurement programmes
development Of scaling-up methods from the point scale to the
landscape, regional and global scales
development of coupled phy.sical—hiosphere models within atmospheric
Models to study interactive changes concerning greenhouse gases and
climate
identification of whole-ecosyStem respOnses to global change through
the use  of  large-scale manipulation facilities.
Integrating generic science
This programme has been designed to provide a research
framework for those areas of CHU science that underpin the nine
other programmes. These activities are cross-cutting often
dealing with new and innovative technology. As well as providing
essential data and technological support to the Cat science
programmes, this programme aims to develop the research
capability of the component areas in their own right
PROGRAMME THEMES
The programme consists of a number of pmjects covering:
• environmental assessment, economics and history
• remote sensing
• instrumentation and technology development
• analytical chemistry
• management of databases and reference collections.
THECHALLENGES
The keychallenges aSSOtiated With this Wide-ranging prograMme are to:
develop methodology-for monitoring, assessing and predicting
environMental consequences of defined human aCtivities at a range of
scales
develop neW methods of environmental remediation for ecosyStems such
as wetlands, coastal areas and contaminated land; in collaboration with
eOviremmental valuation techniques
develop new algorithms to interpret remotely sensed data so as to
improve understanding of ecological and hydrological processes
deyelop image analysis techniques for the automation of many"of the
routine biblogical tasks
• maintain and expand CEN's high-quality environmental databases and
enhante accessibility of databases and collections.
CORE STRATEGIC PROGRAMME
The torch bar and torch
(right) o f  an inductwely
coupled plasma
emission spectrometer,
used jid the
determination  ed  nwtals
emlronmental
snu nples
A joint research project between HE and
the Department of Molecular and Cell
Biology at the University ill-Aberdeen Ts
investTgating how new genetic techniques
am increase understanding a/cl c/at/eel
ecologleal processes.
The sensible heat flux estimated from
satellite i ii ennal Wrared data for an area
of255 km"  of  sparse vtgetation lii Nhtn.
The rit gr Niger is in the top right corner.
PARTICIPATING CEH
INSTITUTES: IFE, IN, ITE, IVEM
Programme Leader
Prof J Hilton
IFE Wareham
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CEH INTEGRATING SCIENCE
CEH established the
Integrating Fund projects
in 1995.
CEH Integrating Fund projects
Tide
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CHI is committed to encouraging integration between its
Institutes and across traditional scientific disciplines.
Several initiatives are in place tofurther this aim, which
include:
• the CHI Integrating Fund projects
• interdisciplinary collaborative researchfunded by the
European Union, including two or more CEII Institutes
and other partners
•  commissioned research on environmental problems
that draws on expertise across CHI.
CEH integrating
science
CEH INTEGRATING FUND
PROJECTS
CE11 established the Integrating
Fund projects in 1995. The aim of
the pnijects is to advance science in
anise areas where collaboration
between subject areas is required
and to capitalise on the range of
complementary expenise within the
component Institutes of CHI. Seven
Projects co m mencing in 1995-96
The microbial basis of methane (Cll.) oxidation in soils
Microbial diversity and ecosystem function - Phase I
Interactions of viruses, aphids and wild  Brassica
Combined growth arid water use modelling of mixed vegetation
Molecular genetics and process-level events in the biodegradaton of xenobiotics
in rhizosphere sods
Modelling the chemical availability of radionuclides in upland organic soils
Upland forest canopy closure - its significance for chemistry, ecology and hydrology
Projects commencing in 1996-97
The role of seabirds in the epizootiology of lyme disease
Combined hydro-ecological and socio-economic models of land use, land management
and environmental degradation ((:lIASM)
'Ibe environmental characteristics of urban environments
Microbial diversity and ecosystem function - Phase II
50 m solar grids for the LIK
Modelling the fate of viruses in the aquatic environment
projects were initiated in 1995-96
and six in 1996-97.
For each of the seven projects in
Round I, a first-year report has been
prepared along with a presentation
on progress to the CEI1 Management
Board. Summaries of Round I
prolects follow.
IFE Ill ITE IVES/
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The microbial basis of methane
(CH) oxidation in soils
e of the most impor .
greenhouse gase, Is methane ICI 1.1.
hich is estimated EC
of anticipated global w arming
How-ever. it has only recenth been
realised that natural and sentimatura!
51 !items are responsible tor the
oxidation Of considerable quantiticP
tract gas. in addition_ the
principal organisms responsible f((r
methane oxidation at atmospheric
concentrations and twross dil ferent
sol t-pes and land uses arc largely
unknown.
Of particular interest is the close link
berween the nitrogen status of a soil
and the rates of CH oxidation.
Recent evidence suggests directly
opposite responses to N additions in
natural and agricultural soils.
Understanding these differences
requires an increased characterisati Oil
of the Microbial popu luI ions
involved, together ts, I FEa deeper
knowledge of the environmental
factors controlling the activities of
these organisms. The research at
CEH's WE, 1TEand IVEM combines
field flux observations with
laboratory investigations and
identifies the bacteria involved, using
modern molecular techniques (PCR.
FAMES and isotopesI_
The research has initially concentrated
on a forest size in north Wales which
has received regular simulated
pollutant N additionssinceOctober
I 990. Field measurements using the
1TE mobile laboratory have fininol
high rates of CFI, oxidation at the site,
and demonstrated that N additions
have resulted in a significant
reduction in CH oxidatiotl rates.
Laboratory studies arc locating the
horizons in the soil where oxidation is
greatest and characterising the
organisms responsible. Conventional
01.(iecular technique, reo...
developed within. the 1.111(..
errestrial Initially:1- in (.(lobal
Em. ironmental Research 1 1 it (FR (
prognunme.
Microbial diversity and ecosystem
function — Phase I
(Di Institutes. DE_ /17., II hit
Project Leader: Dr Ltd 1 tribbi
Microbial dftersit> is the least well
understood cornponent
'biodiversay'. As part of E
Integrating Fund project. mien OHl
diversity anti its role in a small.
productive. freshwater pond (Priest
Pot) in the English Iiike District have
been characterised. The work is
starting to show that microbial
diversity is inextricably linked with
ecosystem fu fictk
like many small ponds. the
dominant biology is microbiological.
with nlany hundreds orspecies of
micro-organisms and vi Rises active at
any one time. A omsiderable
(fix ersity ofactive forms does persist
in Priest Pot and this appears to be
facilitated by two factors. First, the
microbial diversity is separated into
venical compartments, arranged with
respect to the principal chemical
gradients. Compartments of
anaerobes, microaerophiks and fully
aerobic forms exiSt. Second, there
is further vertical separation ot
individual species within these
compartmenN.
The pond consists, at least during the
summer period, ot superimumped.
functionally different microbiological
communities, between which direct
interactions (eg pr“lat ion) are rare,
but which are loosely connected by
fluxes of' chemicals. This division of
total microbial diversit4 into
compartments may he responsible
for the considerable microbial
diversity observed tri the pond as a
whole_
Nifrogen trea(mons c/icc
(Elf s ITE staf f beneath the iamb
Aher sitc north Itales hare resa bed in
reunations in Urethane oxkha ton iv.rtes.
Microbial diversity is the
least well understood
component of
`biodiversity.
Water samples oillected ca 10 on deblb
intervals front Priest Pot ben tu; incubated
with HC blew rbonale in a canerolled
iiiitifmninent mimickingdeep realer in the
bond. bole iermine the rate of curium
assimilation by micosorgan isms.
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The proportion of plants with no, single
and multiple rims infection in five
populations of wild cabbage id Dorsel is
being studied fry(Ells lTE and !VEIT
Initial results show that
many plants have multiple
virus infections and that
the pattern of infection
varies among populations.
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contheetinwe models over tam days with
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models are being cletyloped GEER III
and ITE
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Interactions of viruses, aphids and
wild  Brassica
CETI Instil Wes: ITE nEm
Prgject Leader: PrrifAT Gray, HE
Increased vims resistance through
the expression of viral genes in plants
is one of the most promising
applications of crop genetic
modification. There are concerns,
however, that if these genes spread
to wild crop relatives, new pathogenic
viruses may arise. Also, the
introduction of genetically modified
virus resistance may alter the
dynamics of natural populations if
virus infections have significant
effects on plant growth and
reproduction.
As part of the risk assessment of
genetically modified virus resistance,
the pattern and effects of virus
infection arc being studied in five
natural populations of wild cabbage
(Brassica oleracec) . Over 200 plants
have been marked and tested for the
presence of beet western yellows virus
(BWYV). turnip mosaic virus (TuNIV),
cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) and
turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV).
Multiple infections arc not the result of
random association among viruses.
Plants infected with BWYV, iftiMV or
CaMy have significandy higher
amounts of infection with other
viruses, compared with plants without
each respective virus. The association
of BWYV. TuMV and CaMV may be
because they are transmitted by a
common herbivore vector (possibly
aphids).
Work is in progress to investigate
whether levels of viral infection
correlate with the distribution of
various herbivores and whether
genetic differences in cabbage
populations play a role in determining
virus distributions. Virus effects on
plant fitness are also being assessed
by field trials and observation of the
growth and reproduction of the
marked plants in the wild.
Combined growth and water
use modelling of mixed
vegetation
CPT1 Institutes: TIE
Project Leader: Dr 5.1 Allen, HI
13y far the greatest amount of the
world's vegetation grows as mixed
species. To predict correctly their
possible responses to global
change and/or different
management options, it is
imperative to be able to model the
growth and water use of the
individual components as well as
the community as a whole. This
project brings together the m ulti-
species energy and water balance
models and detailed growth
models, currently being developed
at ILI and ITE respectively, to
address problems in combined
growth and water use modelling
in mixed canopies.
The main aim is to produce a fully
interactive and dynamic soil/
vegetation/atmosphere transfer
(SVAT) model. The model will
allow the complex interplay
between atmospheric CO2.
vegetation dynamics and surface
energy balance to be properly
simulated. Four key modelli»g
tasks have been identified:
• plant response to CO2
• soil respiration
• within-canopy flux interactions
• seasonal growth of mixed
vegetation.
Significant progress has already
been made. Initial comparisons of
two models of plant canopy
conductance using entirely
different approaches have shown
encouraging agreement. Soil
respiration models have been
reviewed and a best candidate is
ready for application and testing
in savannah. Some of the current
inadequacies of in-canopy flux
transfer models have been
identified and improvements in
this important area are planned.
Molecular genetics and process-level
events in the biodegradation of
xertobiotics in rhizosphere soils
srder to chnclop
alcOlOCIOlOgit:.%, tor ;he dctionia a-anal:on
Sitt .. it ossoitial iriai Oft' haara_acal
proeLnocS ing cittheon
are unae-o;tood.
Organic xenohiot
fronincnial pollutants tlt,it persist in
bulk soils because ( )1their slim rates
of degradation and low hio.mnlabilin.
In this pmject changes in the disersitv
and ac-jisity cf the resident microflora
in the presence Oi diehlorohemene
(DUB) havt, been examined fhe Jim
is to deternene whether enhanced
DUB degradation is due to nutrient
effeeN, the selection and gpm th of
specialised bacterial isopulanons.
individuals acquiring the ahilM
utilise the DUB as a resUlt of gene
transfer ( rced et olution).
\\ lien single DUB treatments werc
compared over i I 12-day period, the
nurnhers and biomass estimates tor
bacteria and timgi w ere greater in
rhizosphere-treated soils, irrespecti)e of
the presence of DCB. In these studies
(he rate of I)C.B transformation Can Ile
up to 30 times greater in soils
containing plant root material.
In contrast, the effect of a single Huge
dose of DCB compared to the impact of
the same dosage administered by ten
regular applications showed no
significant differences Mil itual numbers
of bacteria. I lowescr, the densio
pseudomonad bacteria in
tremed soils decreased by almost a
thousand-told. Molecular analysis ot a
representative sample ot bacterial
is( dates confirmed ihis change in
diversify.
1V-1')%l is corrend  extending these
studies to the genetic characterisation oi
isolates to determine whether the ability
io cataholise DCB is a result of genetic
iransfer and recombination, the
Modelling the chemical availability
of radionuclides in upland organic
soils
iht. t.),
incident :t miiinpirrt:i rita hna.
idenraied It -a>, Irian tsnich
contaminated drinking ss aref tuid
foodstuffs ma  arr.( i-Aperience trom
the Chernoln I:weltlent showed that
soil •ype P. a major factor in
determining the I( mg-term
contannnation iii lioth vegetation and
surfitee V.awn by rada Friuclide".
particular radiocaesiumt. I FE and
are developing rclati in hips bersveen
fallout of radlocaesium Born Chernobyl
and soil type and land cos er ti.pe at a
catchment scale lot (...-umbria. These
have been integrated using
environmental datasets within a
geographical information s)stem,
ailT1 is to Chnel(1p generic relationhips
1)cm cell the spatial characteristics of a
catchment and the radii Knesium
connunination ol lakes and vegetal In
'Fhe occurrence of three land cover
types from the In l.and Cover Map Of
( in-rat Britain (upland imd lowland
bogs; marslcrough grass; dwarf shrub:
grass moor) has been shown to be
stronglycorrelated)) ith Itmg-term
radiocacsium ctintantination of lakes in
Cinnbria. After Muller testing, this
torrclatitm should allow the production
of a map of areas vulnerable to high
rates of raduwaesium
Field studies on the changes In
radii teaesimn acti‘ ity in egetadon o'er
ten veIIP Man! I he i hernoinl accident
silt))) that rates til decline- in
rad ioc;ie' sin alt ontaminat ion in
vegetation arc similar to those in lake
waters. This suggests a common
mechanism lor the decline, namely the
changing chemical availability of
radiocaesium inthesoil.
CEK INTEGRATING SCIENCE
ierniirc:t o;er, :100e b; icilael se
count/1;g cr vein:pled Nal El i nips.
lpfut cioh,10 porn ihe core/ inter
War; i if Greal &flab?. for are
Del aviloralor area. slyriviug all ..:15 lam(
classes /be data wore nscel to sf ady
re tahwe wsh em awrispon jnnn peal bogs
ban lake arners
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Siam spnere (Picea slichensis)plaiainions
makiiIg progress Onvipeis canopy di mar
Ihe upper peal  of  Me Cam ralchinein.
Llanbrieninair :Um shim'', is riparian
it'etlantl  left  in plonledbr consercalion
/imposes. al al In he lp inaima i, liVier
anal/Ili lb(' exciRsire beallier (Caliuna
vulgarisi,ermelb seen tauter Me ;piing
trees is Cad competinon fiir imine/ lie.
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Upland forest canopy closure— its
significance for chemistry, ecology
and hydrology
Insinules: ITT  elli
Paned I inkier: Pop I I: MileIer.
Canopy closure is an important
phase in the life cycle of upland
plantation coniferous forests,
occurring between 15 toRI 25 years
after planting. Using t‘s o catchments,
the ( Wm (forested) :Ind Delyn
(moorland contr(il) on 1,1anbrynmair
Moor in Wales. the hypothesis
under lest is based on the question:
'Is there evidence that forest canopy
closure has resulted in changes in
evapi wat ion, sari:amt.-low, stream
chemistry and biology (particularb
fish) in the Cwni . either as a step
change from initial condint Ins or as
differences between the (Wm and
the adjacent Delyn moorlimd
control catchment?'
Analysis of long-term data clearly
indicates that initial disturbance due
iifforesration anecis chemical
composition. NO, concentrations
increased, then fell to levels
ch:Mteteristic of mistrlaml. 'Ube
C‘s 111 now exhibits greater
seasonality than the Delyn. with
chemical concentrations lower in
the summer and higher in the winter
.........
(c)11frolled gpernboifSes i,, Aurnpr arc irsed lo  snot' (Min
Ihe
duc to increased microbial action
and continued aeration and
mineralisation. Forest growth has also
resulted in increased evaporation
front the catchment.
Spatial surveys of physical and
chemical characteristics ol
streamflow. particularly it-wen/WI-C.
pH. low flows and alkalinity. largely
explain the variation in breeding
success, productivity and diversity of
invertebrate populations and
migratory fish (principally sea trout).
nere is a large annual variation in
recruitment within fish populations
and it appears that some areas of the
catchment may be particularly well
buffered from increased acidic
inputs. In consequence, ciinopy
closure eMicis may eventually be
seen as changes ill spatial variability
l'ather than tnerall changes in I he
fish populations.
tio6d progress !his been made in
modelling the hydrochemical system.
The WHAM model is being used to
predict the correct aluminium
speciation in the catchments. Tin
nrstruns of ihe CI IUM nit >del, Hill:if
inputs, soil and streamwater
chemistry, ha‘e successfully
characterised the hydrological
response of the Cwm catchment.
Miormai k in on the spatial
distribution ni stormflow chemical
response is the next step required in
improving the model cahbrat ion.
CEH ell-FUNDED RESEARCH
CEHInstitutes are both leading and
collaborating in a number of
European Union Framework ly
projects, which is Mrther
strengMening the integrating Imam! of
science in CEI I.
("AMEX: Climate manipulation
expernnent
cii/M will, ((ilia/HiraiMIT/Min IN:
Objectives
• To establish the effects tif raised
temperature and CO2 in enchisures
on northern temperate ecosystems
in Norway.
To study the consequent effects
on energy balance, water fax, gas
exchange and nutrient cycling.
DYNAMO: Dynamic models of
nitrogen flux
Led tryllj nit"; collaboration from ITE
Objectives
• To develop nitrogen dynamic
models applicable at the
catchment scale.
To validate the model against
existing long-term and regional
datasets and carry out sensitivity
tests.
ECOMONT:  Ecosystem structure
and function for European
montane ecosystems
led bylTE, with collaborationfrom
Objectives
To assess the effects of changing
grazing pressures and land
abandonment on vegetation
structure and composition.
To study the implications of
changing vegetation structure on
gas exchange, water flux and
nutrient cycling.
LAPP: Carbon fluxes and energy
balance in tundra regions
Led by lit with collahmation Trim; FIE
and other EV hanners
Objectives
• To better understand the basic
processes underlying the balance
of water, eneri.,w and carbon for
the arctic land surfaces.
Toincorporate this knowledge
into improved descriptions of
arctic land surfaces within climate
models.
To assess the effects of climate
change on energy. water and
carbon balances of arctic
surfaces.
CEH COMMISSIONED
RESEARCH
As CE1-1 becomes more established it
is also improving its success in
winning commissioned research
projects that draw on the range of
expertisewithin the Centre.
Examples of these projects are
given below.
Lake Victoria environmental
management programme
Contract to theFood and .1gricolture
Organisation of the l'Inted Nations
CE11 scientists have supported the
Regional Task Force in the
preparation of a five-year
implementation programme for the
environmental management of Lake
Victoria. The work has included:
• preparing proposals for
strengtheningwater quality
monitoring and for research
priorities:
• preparing proposals for
strengthening non-point
pollution assessment capabilities
and for research:
reviewing changes of wetland
use and analysing the impact on
Lake Victoria.
Economic impacts of the hot dry
summer and anomalously warm
year of  1995
Contract to the EIC Department of the
Enidronment
CEI I is leading the study which
aims to assess the economic
impacts, in terms of costs and
benefits, of the hot summer and
warm year of 1995. As well as
physical and biological effects,
climate change will also have
econornic impacts. Certain sectors
are likely to be more economically
vulnerable than others to climate
change and will th US require more
strategic planning and possibly
investment. The UK Government
needs such information in order to
plan for change. Sectors under
study include agriculture, lörestry,
the natural environment, the water
industry, health, tourism, the energy
industry, transport, construction and
the retail industry.
CEH INTEGRATING SCIENCE
Colonisation of high ground byPine5-
the All MIlharcaidb catchment
Scotland. 17E warn/ are examinitni the
Ifects of evtension gOree corer on the
ecological and hydrological.
characteristics qf the catchment as part of
the ECOMOATprogramme.
CEH Institutes are both
leading and collaborating
in a number of European
Union Framework IV
projects, which is further
strengthening the
integrating nature of CEH
science.
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C H DATA A N
CEH has a vital national
role in the monitoring,
collecting and collating of
environmental data.
1:(:\ dal a aciprin.,/ since /YU risin‘t4
shiiichird Ineetwurnwr Invlocals.
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202 terrestrial variables
Meteorology
Precipitation chemistry
Atmospheric chemistry
Surface water discharge
Soil solution chemistry
Soil properties
Vegetation
Vertebrates
Invertebrates
Soil organisms
Site management
58 freshwater variables
Surface water chemistry
Surface water flow
Chlorophyll a
Invertebrates
Macrophytes
Zooplankton
Phyteplankton
Penphyton
The Centre plays a major part in the monitoring,
management and dissemination of environmental data.
CEH holds very significant amounts of such data and some
of the datasets comprise long-term records, collected over
many years. These CEH data are a major assetfor UK and
international science, and the need for effective
custodianship  of  data is essentiat
CEH data and technology
development
Fwo of the NI:RC I 4:sign:mid Data
Centres are in (EI I -
Environmental Inlbrmarion Centre at
rrEMonks Wood and the National
Water Archive at III Wallingford.
The I )a-ta Centres not only provide a
key link for improving the
accessibility of data to 1.1)e wider
nmimunity. hut also have their (mu
science programmes to develop the
use and interpretation of clata in
their own right. In particular,
det elopinent in gei tgraphical
information system techniques is
allowing the manipulatit in of
multiple darascis and providing new
suientific insights in a number of
research areas.
Much of CE1 1 science is both
specialised ancl resp(msn-e to
emerging scientific problems, which
can generate the need for new
instrumematiOn. These new
instruments are ol ten remdred
perh wm under hsrsh environmental
conditions in remote areas. CE11
scientists have an impressive record
of developing scientific instruments,
specialist facilities. :Ind new
techniques in bit acchnology.
F.xamples of CE11 monitoring
ne“-Vc irks. data anal sis and
instruMentation devekTment
' rHE UK ENVORONMENTAL
CHANGE NETWORK
iNERC's commitment to long -term
monitoring is well demonstrated by
the key role it has played in the
establishment of the l tCs
Environmental Change Network.
ECN was given a ministerial launch
1992 when it waS established as an
integrated monitoring network to
delect and interpret environmental
hange. It is a multi-agency initi:tthe.
ei»ordinared by NEW,. which aims to
cidlect, sri UV, nalySe and Interpret
long-term data on key environmental
variables at a range of terrestrial and
freshwater sites in the I
Monitoring began in 1993 and during
its first lour years 1,LN has:
established a full) operational
network of terrestrial and
freshwater sites
developed standard measurement
protocols and quality assurance
procedures 1.0 2-1151.1re that all data
collected are i-eliable and
comparable in space and time
created a central database and
developed standard dam transfer.
handling and validation
procedures
provided research saes for related
research programmes, eg
t'onlial: III itt Ra 17",
THE  RIVERS DATA CENTRE
FOR LOIS
LOIS - the Land Ocean Interaction
Study - is one of NERCs largest
Thematic Programmes. with a -:30
million budget. The effective
collation and manipulation of data
from a variety ot sources and
subject areas are an important part
of the programme's scientific
objectives. A novel aspect of this
programme is the creation of five
thematic Data Centres to archive and
distribute LOIS datasets.
The Rivers Data Centre is at the
Institute of Hydrology and is
responsible for all catchment-based
data - both time series and spatial.
The main suppliers of the data are
the Environment Agency (EA)
Regions in the LOIS study area_ One
of the main challenges for the IH
Data Centre has been the task of
matching many- difiCrent data types.
For example, no standard encoding
system for water quality data exists
between the different regions of the
CEH  DATA AND  TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
EA. or irom freshwater and marine
sources.
The Rivers Data Centre is using the
Water Information System (WIS).
designed and developed at IH_
WIS stores and manages all data
required by the modellers in the
rivers component of LOIS_ An
important aspect of this system is
that it does not distinguish
between spatial and time series
attributes, so that the user can link
and analyse spatial and time series
datasets within a single integrated
database.
A major LOIS objective is to
develop integrated simulation
models to enable better predictions
over time. The LOIS Data Centres
are supporting this objective by
standardising their datasets. The
aim is to create an integrated
database which will be available,
on CD-ROAL for general use after
the end of the LOIS programme.
Contact Mr ICV Moore, Ili
An eawmple of WI'S on/pal ftorn Cats Digital Terrain Model  of  rit,er 'Mold(
T-•
The kiter Seale opstre4on the
(-rut/h./ewe with /he Ouse. This is OMe
cc//na/n rilersjlowit into the
HumberEstuart unich are being
st tidied h CER's SM stnjj as part  ol  rht.
ad) profra.
ing sites in be C lder
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The digital maps offer a
spatial subdivision of the
images, using the parcel
outlines of the vector data.
CLASSIFICATION OF THE
ENVIRONMENT WITH
VECTOR AND RASTER
(CLEVER) MAPPING
Grid-based or 'rasterimages derived
from remote sensing can now be
integrated with digital. ector
information oNained from
conventional cartography. A
particular challenge lies in
combining a diverse range of image
an(dysis methods with the digital
mapping techniques of geographical
information systems (GIS).
lie initial development work is
being centred on the laser-Sean
Integrated Geographical Intormadon
System IGIS). which is specifically
designed to integrate raster and
vector data. Various enhaneeimmts
to  Hill;  have been identified v.bich
   ill be de‘ eloped to meet (he
specific requirements of
An image (it Woc Klwal ton Fen.
Gmnbridgeshire. ciillected by
airborne scanner giving a 1.25 m
pixel size, has been combined with
II 'nod Ica II On Fen, rrambridgesbire.. rr; by an ern-borne sr:rimier
trig, re 1.25  nIfLveI sine r the  aty pic/J. is neerr rn roue(' and middle infrrovel
'no flrandsr (fen r; a br rrarlr,r-tnrserl, eon runt I rerjrixel, classiflea t ion giring
beremnenrrons ant( )erment/1' ern»ientIs results «Tat rcl:  end iiper-poi.1248Re
eIrrificar Irsin,yr.LEITArnicappirrzr. it Rh simplifierl results ronl innth improved
aceleraer  Ingb1)
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simple vector data to delimit land
cover parcels. Initially the area
was classified conventionally.
using only the spectral
information in the image. The
vector data were then used to
define land cover parcels, and,
he spectral statistics were
summarised. A per-pareel
classification was then applied to
the summary statistics, giving a
generalised map more accurately
describing the distribution of
broad land cover types. This
new map met more closely the
needs of many applications and
ti sers.
Currently. the project is
developing the integration of
vargms Ordnance Survey maps
and data products. combined
with airborne and satellite
imagery. to provide the prototype
for a fully integrated CLEVER-
mapping procedure. intended for
long-term operational use.
Mils HNSC Earth Observation
LINK pmject is being undertaken
by CEH's Institute of Terrestrial
Ecology. Cambridge UniversirYs
Department of Geography. Laser-
Scan limited and the Ordnance
Suivey.
Corneal: 1: TI Fuller. 171:
NEW TECHNIQUES IN
WATER QUALITY
MONITORING
Lakes arc widely regarded as ideal
'sentinels' of environmental change.
They respond in a predictable way
to changes in the catchment and are
dominated by biological
communities that are strongly
influenced bs changes in the
eather. In recent years it has
become clear that many of the long-
term changes recorded in lakes are
driven b  climatic processes that
operate on a regional or even global
(Yin s insr hwaLer
betel titts tielveleutej ttfl
antorntieCttUler LMIZOF5ng
dnd aunimatic emher,4anon.
incornt,noed inn) a lanet.. Which
capabit of oultimn:.ushr reanrchng
the rcsp;,n.e. or a lake !..,.tirm
changtH. in -aa.alhea(cmciitien-
station includes a hiLl mereornio[rinal
st-ation. and a range of physica!
chemical and biological data can be
colleetnd using readih' a‘ailabte
sensors a particular attribute N., a
novel phytopkinkton
sensor. which has been developed
by !FE. Data are transmitted to
shore wherc they are continuously
available ter retries al ia
telephone modem.
The ststem has been designed to be
robust. to cope with extreme
weather conditions. ft is flexible, to
allow the addition of other probes.
and can be tailored to rhe specific
requirement of the user. It has a
long intebservice interval arxi has
an inherent ability to diagnose
internal faults.
The aucommie water quality
monitoring station has been
developed with funding from the EU
LIFE Programme, and additional
support fr(int the UK Environment
Agency.
Conia IT eLf ei Ronen, 1PT
ADVANCED ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY
Advanced electron microscope
facilities exist in both 1VEM and IFE.
The facility at IVEM is one of the
few centres in the UK that
dedicated to uwo-transmission
electron microscopy @TM) and
comprises a Philips CM 120 cryo
With an advanced cryotransfer
specimen lutIder developed by
fixIttrd Instruments plc.
07)7o-electron microscopy isa useful
technique for structural
mve5ta4
and a Link-IL:sr Cl
ohlsenlation el Cw
ant: Ma-Fannon,. EM is u,.&1:-„, enco-
IEM Pt investigate rho Structure and
eunc trion of a divcpw range of
dro c Microbes in Me
environment. Both the ha!-.ic
";tructure and function ot organ isms.
and the comparison and
characterisatton of different isolates
of organisms arc- being medic
DATA AN._ TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP MENT
,truc,•
Electron mieroscopt is also being
used to study the microbial di' ermtv
w ithin Priest Pm, a small hyper-
eutrophic freshwater lake in the
English Lake District_ Fluorescence.
light and electron microscopy arc
usc-d to identify the total microbial
Corrirntinity, And transilthision
electron microscopy is used to
categorise and enumerate the variety
of free viruses present This study is
part til a CIFI Integrating Fund
project on ecosystem diversity.
described in a previous section.
Contacts: T 1' Booth, /WM,
mot Kj Clarke. thil
'?)'- i/ i II
CTITs It  Ell  in iihna
hoge spikes
coinaining  t/reiiretIR V I  Ind tinerase
complex, which is a Ors! for the
Reovirielae
A free itras (Inielortrihinige: MyOrititlacy
talacherl to a I richocyst gerted jihin a
cilia/eel protozoon. from Priest Pot
Cambria (bar= I( I um). CMS ILL' is
shich'inginiaohial &rosily within Priest
Pot a fresinvaier lake in Ilse English Lake
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Gins role in NERC
Thematic Programmes
TERRESTRlAL
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH (TGER)
Pingnonme .41mlagdr: 41:113( a/L
The NERC TIGER programme is a
five-year Thematic Programme
which has addressed many
TIGER findings are helping address some major environmental questions
Minding the store: carbon in soils and vegetation
• Forests absorb carbon on enormous scale: are they 'missing carbon sink'?
• Carbon kisses timm peadand could eventually coumer UK CO, savings
• 'Coloured' water supply problems foreseen in peat area
• Ectisystems can lose their carbon: new models to predict when
• Speed of vegetation change: the critical factor for climate and carbon
Balancing the books: towards a national budget for greenhouse gases
• DNA fingerprinting reveals unsuspected variety among methane bacteria
• Mediane ICorn UK peatlands set to double With 3" warming
• Much more nitrous oxide emitted Dom LK grassland than previous estimates
• AithoMe sampling to check total UK greenhouse gas emissions
•
Global methane emissions will grow as earth warms. but not without Hmit
Towards reality: improving and validating global change predictions
• Data frtml past millennia help refine climate understanding
• Climate prediction to benefit from new data from tropical zones
• Land surface properties crucial Cor accurate climate prediction
• Soil moisture holds key to explaining Salle/ droughi pattern
Facing the consequences: how ecosystems react to change
• New light on how plant growth is stimulated by CO,
• Drought will be key facPtr kw degraded environment
• Data on how species respond help predict ecosystem change
Plant migration reducecl by fragmented LK habitats
• Spread of alien plant species may he slower than expected
s Link kiund between hiodiversity, ecosystem stability ancl greenhoise
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The NERC Thematic Programmes support basic and
strategic research and training of the highest quality,
targeted at specific themes arising from the NERC
mission and identffied through the National Technology
Foresight Programme and the NERC strategic planning
process. CEH scientists are involved in both the research
and management ofseveral ofthe Thematic Programmes.
Some examples are given below.
important climate change issues in
the terrestrial and freshwater
environments. Three of its main
components - dealing with carbon
cycling. trace greenhouse gases,
and energy and water budgets -
are coming to their close. The
folarth component. dealing with
impacts on ecosystems, has
another year to run.
A major eVent, the TIGER's Tale,
took place on 24 October 1996 at
the Queen Elizabeth Il Conference
Centre in Westminster, where die
background and results of TIGER
were presented. 'the Rt Hon John
Glimmer MP, Secretary of State for
the Environment, was guest of
honour. This meeting generated
considerable press interest, with
three national papers featuring the
event and 'FIGER.5  major findings.
More detailed information on
NERCN contributions to TIGER is
available in the Annual Reports of
the CH I Institutes. Leaflets,
contact points and a kcy
bibliography are available from the
TIGER Office at GElts Institute of
Hydrology (email: tiger(d loh.ac uk).
THE LAND/OCEAN
INTERACTION STUDY
Rn-er basins romponefff
Prmdamme Manager JP (;) I Leeks.
The coastal zone is an area of prime
social and economic importance at
the interface between land,
atmosphere and the oceans. It is
complex and subject 10 major
natural and man-made change. The
scientific challenges and the
importance and relevance of coastal
zones in global terms have led to
the study of the physicalchemical
and biological processes that
regulate this dynamic zone being
developed into a number of
national and international land.
ocean science programmes.
In the UK. NERC began a large-scale
research initiative, die Land.}Occan
Interaction Study (LOIS), in 1993.
This Thematic Programme parallels
and links to current international
scientific interest. Intensive large-
scale LOIS monitoring networks
support major research. directed at
improved understanding of the
physical. chemical and biological
processes which control land to sea
fluxes. The research includes the
measurement of the riverine fluxes
through the full flow range, from
major floods to extreme drought
conditions.
CEH is a major contributor to the
highly integrated LOIS programme,
CEH'S ROLE IN  NERC  THEMATIC PROGRAMMES
ith substantial projects covering a
wide range of rivers. estuaries and
coastal research topics. Innovative
technologies, such as Acoustic
Doppler current Profiling (ADCRT
are providing new insights into large
river and estuarine dynamics.
Similarly, advanced airborne remote
sensing of river corridors, including
innovative applications of CASI
(Compact Airborne Spectrographic
Imager). is providing spatial data on
catchment surface characteristics
and channel water quality. The
development of generic integrated
river basin models to predict fluxes
50-100 years in the future is at an
advanced stage. The study has also
involved the development and
running of a very large-scale, highly
structured rivers database capable of
handling large volumes of LOIS and
externally supplied data, which is
based at CElts Ill. GIS and
visualisation facilities have been
developed which are proving of
value both to the scientific
community and water industry. The
rivers programme has involved close
collaboration with the Environment
Agency. Scottish Environmental
Protection Agency; Yorkshire Water
and other bodies.
LOIS has provided opportuniry for
many productive collaborative
projects with a wide range of
multidisciplinary university and CEH
research teams.
LaiS
A member of III LOIS- staff is seen in the
Ricer Ure.Ibrk.shire. cleaning up sensors
which are used for monitoring turbldicy
and tri&eriug epic hulk samplers.
N '
A two-dimensional representation ola wter celoehr Cleft) and relatiee backscalter hi-ultrasound (right) in a deer section on the tidal
Ouse at Drat.. Yorkshire. The data re collected using me  RDI  ricehreading Acoustic Doppler Curren? Prhfiler mounted on a boat.
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There are many
collaborative projects with
a wide range of
multidisciplinary university
and CEH research teams.
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DIAGNOSTfiCS
Prngramtne Aninagert D Osborn, HE
Environmental Diagnostics is a new
l'hematic Programme, running from
1995 to 2001. The Programme has
attracted wide interest and is funded
at .51:6.5 million, friim a consortium of
funders and users,
The programme seeks to integrate
biological, hydrological and
geological expertise to provide
scientific underpinning for more
realistic risk assessment and
monitoring of waste materials
contaminants and related chemicals.
The aim is to provide a firmer
scientific base fiw environmental
clean-up and remediation, and to
supply industry with tools for more
isbeffective and long-term decision-
making On waste management,
minimisation and recycling. This will
help users plan and act more
sustainably in future.
So far, ten pmjects have been
approved and six studentships
awarded, with research due to start
towards the end of 1996. CE11 is
actively participating in Environmemtal
Diagnostics, in the research and in the
programme management, and is also
playing a leading role in the Data and
QA Working Crimp.
Hazards that risks arise fmnt ta tang waste, water runty/ and nntustrial (warp , Tim
Environmental Diagnostics programme is potting these hazards and risks into an
ecological getvectii,e,
LARGE-SCALE ROCS:
fiN CCC LC,
HYDROLOGY
Programme kkotager: R Calrlow,
ICE
g'
Increasing awareness of the
magnitude and speed with which
large-scale environmental changes
are taking place has helped shape a
range of recent policy documents,
eg the Ilabitats Directive, the White
Paper Our common inheritance, and
the Biodiversiry Action Plan. There
is a pressing need for improved
theoretical understanding to
underpin such policy lbrmulation.
Thy aim of this Thematic
Programme is to advance
understanding of processes that
operate at landscape and larger
scales and to generate new
theoretical insights that he of
direct relevance to current
conscirvation concerns and
associated policy development.
The total budget of the programme
is c 1500K", provided by NERC and
the Scottish Office Agriculture,
Environment and Fisheries
Department, allocated over four
financial years starting in autumn
1995 and scheduled to end in
autumn 1998.
Six projects which started in =Lunn
1995 address a diverse array of
subject :treas. but have certain
unifying aims that can be
summarised as folk AviT
• to seek to quantify observed
patterns of variation in measures
of abundance, appnipriate to
the study system, at the lower
end of spatial and temporal
scales,
• to understand the pn Aicisses
producing these patterns, and
the way in which they arc driven
by, or drive, procc-sses operating
over larger spatial itnd longer
temporal scales.
Resit Its nj the netaurk medel shn t nits  reaa
Dispersal rate is determined he late 0r1i10 i el1terrt dot
ricer s;.stent .4n increase 112 seed riciinht flow :to la) s
Dissemination of the findings to all
users is one of the programme's
most important objectives. It is
planned to present the findings as
a session at the winter meeting of
the British Ecological Sociery in
January 1999, and as an
accompanying issue of the Jon rtud
(if-Applied Ecology.
ECOLOGViCAL DYNAnCS
AND GENES (EDGE)
ltrogranon e Manager: Dr S Hails,
I4741.1
EDGE is a new Thematic
Programme, launched in summer
1996_ Outline bids were requested
in September, which will result in
between 15 and 20 projects being
funded during 1997.
Molecular, genetic and modelling
techniques are central to ecology,
providing valuable new tools for
addressing complex environmental
cptestions. These approaches
have provided considerable new
insights into our understanding of
the dynamics of populations and
communities, The challenge of
EDGE is to exploit new molecular
and genetic techniques for solving
previously intractable issues
concerning We spatial and
temporal dynamics of ecological
processes and to develop an
interdisciplinary community of
scientists in this held. Projects of
particular interest will be on
factors influencing the exchange
of genes and selection for
recombinants that will produce
shifts in genetic composition of
populations and communities,
Following an initial round of
oudine bids, the programme has
invited proposals in three main
areas:
• poptil ation
dynamics
o bacteda
• eukaryote populations and
genetic structure.
These are divided as sho n
Figure below.
It is anticipated that successful
applicants will be informed by the
end of
ctianciulitera; in the Fit 2r I lear catchment.
(10 th e02 and the vial:nine hi-seeds in the
rants/tic elOt74crenee in dispersal rate.
Molecular, genetic and
modelling techniques are
central to ecology,
providing valuable new
tools for addressing
complex environmental
questions.
8
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ElInvertebrates
El Fungi
o Bacteria
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populaflon dynamics
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Division otEDGE proposals Ur sit bject
area
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moisture measurement,: in
_Imazon fan pasture. using the neutmit
»re der vlo»e ‘/ kysluff  at 01 R 11 1
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES
CEH
international
science
The Intemational Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (16131.)
describe and understinal the interactive physical, chemical and biologicil
processes that regulate the total earth system, the unique environment chat
il provides Mr life, the chaifices that arc occurring in the system and the
influence of human activity. Cal is int.-caved in three IGBP core activities:
Global Change and Terrestrial Ecosystems (ucTE).Biological Aspects id the
I lydrological Cycle (hA/ IC). and land-Occan Interactions in the Coastal
Zone (1.01cO. CEP manages Me GOIT Focus 3 Office.
The World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) is die research
coniponent of the World Chmate Programme. CEH is involved thrinigh the
Global Energy and Water Exchange pnigramme (GlIWEX).
The 1990, have been designated the International Decade for Natural
Disaster Reduction (IDNDR). The objective is to reduce, through
technology transfer to devekiping countries. the toss of MC, pniperty
damage and social and mini/one disruptein caused by natural dkasiurs.
Clitl participates through Me LK Drought Mitigation Working Party and die
World Flood Study.
The UNESCO International Hydrology Programme (IIIP) and the
Programme On Man and the Biosphere (MAB) are scientific research.
education and training prcigralimies devoted towards,
• environmentally sound integrated wetter resource pianning and
management
• promoting the sustainable use of the biosphere
respectively.
The l'K is not a member ol ICNESCO Ma has observer status and contributes
to II IP and MAI3 research. Senior CHI scientists chair the UK PIP and MAB
Committees-
CH I scientists provide support ti i the World Meteorological Organisation's
(WMO) Hydrology and Water Resources Programme (HWRP) and the
Hydrological Operational Multipurpose System (HOMS) through the
WMO's Commission for flydnilogy. CEP manages the ric I R4MS office.
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CEH Institutes have a long history  of  working overseas,
including involvement in large-scale international projects,
collaborative projects, NERC Thematic Programmes,
and overseas consultancies. Some examples of CEH's
work overseas are described below.
DEFORESTATONIN THE
AMAZON: THE AGRACOS
PROJECT
Large areas of Amanmia are being
deforested and the tmpical forest is
being replaced by pasture. This
change iN expected to affect both
the local and regional chmate.
Global circulation models ((/CNis)
can be used to predict the climatic
effects ol del.( irestation with
modelling experiments, but the
realism of these experiments is
cittically dependent on how well the
land/atmosphere surface sub-
models represent the soil anti
egetation. The Anglo -Brazilian
Amazonian (inmate Observation
Study (ABRACOS). over the last six
years. ha!, imprt wed predictions of
the climatic effects of Amazonian
deforestation by providing die field .
data needed to calibrate and
validate land surface models of
Amazonian pasture.
'the experimental strategy  ofc
ABIWCOS has been to have
C011ec iOn (sr Climate and
soil moisture data at three pairs of
forest and pasture sites in Brazilian
Amazonia, complemented by a
series ot sLNexne.ri menial. mnsiOns
during which intensa
metwonalogacal. plant pio
The evaporation meusurements have
show n thay in the dry season. tile
snalloner rooting depth of the
pasture leads to a reduction in
evaporation in resptinse to the
development of a soil moisture
deficit. In contrast, the deeper
rooting depth of the forest allows
evaporation to ColltillUt2 Unabated
throughout the dq- season, with no
reduction in evaporation being
obsen ed. In the clry season, these
lower evaporation rates and higher
sensible heat fluxes lead to higher
air temperatures in the pasture and
also affect the atmospheric
boundary layer at the meso-scale
(>50km).
Radiosondes released over large
areas of ft west and pasture revealed
that, during the dry season in
RonclOnia in Brazil, the depth of the
convective boundary layer is much
less over the forest than over the
pasture-. This observed difference in
boundary layer height produces a
systematic difference in dry season
cloudiness. When the incoming
solar radiation at the ABRACOS
RondOnia forest site is (DM pared
with that a the pasture site, a plot of
cunl Illative incoming radiation
reveals a clear systematic reduction
in the solar radiation received at the
pasture site during t lie dry season
when compared to the forest site.
This reduction is consistent with the
obsen:ation of a more rapidly
growing and deeper boundary layer
over the pasture reaching the
condensation level earlier than the
forest boundary layer and resulting
in longer periods of cloud cover
over the pasture. Such clear signals
that the vegetation on the suttee
can affect climate at the meso-scale
are rare.
Vs7 C) R L ID VT DE S.F'AD
2HriTLOGENI ES
Viru,Cs that infect tacks and Or
mosquitoes in :he naturai
environment arc natural pat
'A knife species. For example pi,
ill virus intects and 0 transmitted b%
the tickla-odes  r m es  to grouse.
rodents. deer. Fir arses and other
vertebrate species.
ntil recently, sheep were considered
to be the main host for amphh-ing
ticks and looping ill virus, and thus
for the persistence of the %Tiflis in the
environment. Cdt nsequently. it was
believed that control of louping ill as
chsease could be achieved nlost
effectively by immunisiro and also by
acaricide to the sheep.
flowever. these control methods did
not curtail the losses due to looping
CEM's work on developing
molecular methcals to idemiht louping
ill virus in ticks led to the discovery
that the mountain hare  (Lopus t midos)
can also serve as a maintenance host
for looping ill virus in the
environment. Thus, control of the
hare is also required to reduce
louping ill virus persistence.
Louping ill virus is closely related to
other arthropod-transmitted viruses
that are distributed around the world
and cause high mortality rates in
wildlife, livestock and domestic
species as well as humans. IVENI has
carried out a systematic study of these
viruses using molecular sequencing
techniques. By comparative
alignment of the nucleotide and
deduced amino acid sequence of the
gene that encodes the viral envelope
protein. WC have begun to reveal their
population cBnamics and
evolutionary characteristics. The data
have enabled us to predict the times
of divergence between individual
species and to understand the impact
of man 00 their worldwide
distribution.
L  
Blue )11000 tan, bare (Lupus thniclos
-  und en inn» lined n. Ticks feed
on these anti Calls e by:es-led 0.ith
twining virus and subsequently weir
iran Sint! the disease to grouse Or oilier
sasccgitible species.
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The in onulcah,e cl ifJerc'nce in solar
radiation bee liven adjacent pasture and
jOrest shows then, in the season, large
racers fl nvited! J.()rest in riln«rooto are
being replaced by pavirre, More
;inflation is received in the forest site,
indicating less cloud clover over the
forest,
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Extensive physical and chemical variety,
with rocky, stony, pebbly„sandy, silty and
nutddy enciroliments, as well as the open
water mass. contribute to the existence  of
at least 1500 species in Lake Tanganyika.
The IFE's expertise in the
assessment and
management of lake
systems, and its
understanding of the factors
controlling lacustrine biota
are being brought to bear in
a study on the impacts of
pollution on biodiversity of
Lake Tanganyika  — the
world's second deepest lake
and one of the species-
richest freshwaters.
Reactor four  of  the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power plam enclosed in the sarcophagus
to limit releases.
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LAKE TANGANYIKA —
DESIGNING A STRATEGY
FOR ASSESSING POLLUTION
EFFECTS ON BIODIVERSITY
At 1470 in, Lake Tanganyika is the
world's second deepest lake. It is
estimated to contain more species -
including ma»y endemics - than
any lake, with the exception of
Baikal in Siberia. Such an
enormous waterbody can be viewed
as immune to pollution in the short
term. However, the very efficient
retention of wind- and water-borne
materials including pollutants,
means that the system is likely to be
susceptible in the long term. Once
affected, it would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to restore.
Although pollution need not reduce
overall biodiversityper se, it could
bring about changes in the
performance and thus biodiversity
of organisms at all trophic levels.
Lake Tanganyika is extraordinarily
dynamic, with phytoplankton
species composition and fish
distributions changing quickly. This
can be attributed to alterations in
factors that impinge on the 'whole'
system, eg incident radiation, wind-
induced mixing, massive nutrient
upwellings and food chain
interactions. These contrast with
impacts such as the external inputs
of nutrients and pollutants, which
are important in the long term, but
may have little immediate or
widespread effect until a threshold
level of a particular substance has
been attained.
CEN's IFE is collaborating with the
Natural Resources Institute and the
Maritime Resources Assessment
Group on a project Pouulion
coniroi an. measures to protect
biodiversity in Lake Tanganyika .
Along with counterparts from
Burundi, Tanzania, Zaire and
Zambia, IFE is supervising work
establishing the effects of the
following on biodiversity:
euttophication, organic
enrichment, heavy metal inputs,
pesticirle runoff, and spillages
from shipping and oil exploration.
Sustainable schemes are being
developed to assess pollution
levels in mainly the uppermost 200
m of the water column, i»cluding
inshore zones,
The overall aim of the project is to
establish aquatic reserves. To do
this, sites of conservation value
will be investigated. Polluted and
'pristine' are-as of similar
topography Will be studied and the
water, sediments, and tissue from
molluscs and fish will be assayed.
ifiSK ASSESSMENT OF
RADPONUCLIDES
FOLLOWNG THE
CHERNOBYL ACCADENT
It is rimy ten years since the
explosion of the nuclear power
plant at Chernobyl on 26 April
1986. Due to the prevailing
weather conditions the resulting
contamination spread beyond the
Ukraine and into large parts of
western Europe and Scandinavia.
Subsequently, not only were the
intervention limits in many food
products exceeded, but the
ecological half-life of radioca.esium
was found to be much longer than
originally anticipated. Two
important challenges have thus
been (0 to improve our
understanding of mechanisms of
environmental transfer of
radionuclides, and  00  to test
suitable countermeasures to
reduce contamination levels.
CEN's ITE is at the forefront of this
work, in collaboration with the
Macaulay Land Use Research
Institute and die University of
Nottingham.
ITE has been involved in assessing
countermeasures to radionuclide
contamination in both the UK and
the iormer :soviet U nttin ITE has
also identified the main factors
causing comaminat!on levels in
upland sheep and grouser
aesium mobility in die environm(nt
dept.:Eiden: on sod nrpe
ITE and HT are investigating fugher
how this relates to spatial variation
in transfer to vegetath in, grazing
animals and surface water bodies_
GL CDSAt Ci Nrtr AND
TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS,
sills 3
For many years there has been no
doubt that atmospheric CO2 and
other greenhouse gases have been
steadily increasing. It is only
recently, however, thar the balance
or evidence suggests a discernible
human influence on global climate'
tIPCC 1996). These 'drivers- of
global change will have significant
impacts over the next century, and.
necessarily, there is a substantial,
global research effort aimed at
determining them. The most
immediate manifestation of global
change is, however, change in land
use, a phenomenon that will
continue for the next few decades.
While this is particularly so in the
tropics (driven by social, economic
and population pressures),
temperate regions are also
undergoing significant land use
change; the major re-allocation of
surplus lancl in western Europe and
North America and changing land
measurement in eastern Europe
and Siberian forests will all have a
profound effect
As parr of the UK contribution to
the International Geosphere—
Biosphere Programme (IGBP),
hosts the Focus 3 office of the
IGBP's Core Project, Global Change
and Terrestrial Ecosystems (GTCE),
'l'he office co-ordinates the Focus 3
research agenda worldwide, and, by
including many individual 12-K
scientists within focus 3 research
networks. it helps to link the LK
research cornmunir.- wi;h
numePgar c)ther national. and
irmrrnationai.
Re,earch h-tCu , of varticuiar
interest to CEd includes research on
sods (which concentrates on soil
organic matter cnamics soil
degradation and sod biological
processes). on the physiology and
producti) ity of managed torests, on
pests. diseases and weeds, on
rangelands. and on multi-species
agriculture The ability to capitalise
on the beneficial tracts of global
change for these systems, while
avoiding or reducing adverse
effects, will require a strong
predictive capability.
The first few years of the
implementation phase have seen
considerable progress, particularly
in the areas cif network
establishment. Networks for soil
organic matter, erosion,
experimental forestry. wheat, rice,
potato and pastures/rangelands are
now all included in the GCTE core
research programme and several
more are now being planned. A
principal network activit): is the
systematic comparison of models
with network clatasets, the follow-up
analysis of the results. and the
subsequent development of
improved models and detailed
experimentation. The worldwide
nerwork approach greatly helps in
identifying suitable moderdataset
comparisons for these exercises,
and determines which is the most
robust modelling approach for
global change studies. The next
phase will integrate various Focus 3
components to develop system-level
studies for determining how
changes in soils and in pests,
diseases and weeds will affect food
and forestry production.
CEH IN INTERHATI
Cereal ‘e
plants W - spring
ui ()cps Groti, Stilg 0 armis-
Winrel'S ' (oh Ed
molders <titer u inter le
crop losses For each
winter temperatie re. spring mignawn
enhances by Eno Nveles.
As part of the UK
contribution to the
International Geosphere—
Biosphere Programme
(IGBP), CEH hosts the
Focus 3 office at the
Wallingford site.
r 'sing opcni-lop chambers 10 manipulate
the di concentrat ion, ITE is studj'ing
the cc of climate change on trees
and on (heir insect pests.
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"EKE WPDER PIEDDENCE OF rEP=P
Critical load
(keg N ha-yr ')
• .< 2.8
fl 2.8 — 7.0
fl 7.0 — 14.0
14.0 — 28.0
> 28.0
CEH's HE is mapping lbe critical loads of
nutrient nitrogenfiw conllerouslores1,
using the simple mass balance equation.
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Being at theforefront of the ecological and hydrological
sciences CEH has a responsibility to provide scientific
knowledge and understanding over a broad range of
environmental issues. CETI researckfindings are used to:
• underpin govermnent policies
• solve industrial problems in collaboration with
businesses and industry
• provide information to schools and the general public.
The wider influence
of CEH
PROVEaON OF ADVKCE TO
GOVERNMENT
Emission control policies of the
Environment Agency
he atmospheric deposition of both
oxidised and reduced forms of
nitrogen has increased in the UK and
across Europe due to the combustion
of fossil fuels (both from industry
and by automobiles) and the
in tensificatitm of agriculture
respectively. In Europe this increase
has been associated with damage to
vegetation and soils and a decline in
water quality.
Over the last few years CEII's ITE has
led the production of critical load
maps of nitrogen. in relation to both
vegetation types and soil types in the
UK. Work has also been undertaken
with European partners to determine
the contribution of nitrogen pollution
to the acidification of surface water
and the risk of damage to coniferous
forests.
The practical value of this research
has recently been demonstrated by
the Environment Agency, which is
using the critical loads approach to
help shape national emission control
policies. The ITE maps and data are
being used to underpin negotiations
with power generators regarding
reductions of sulphtu- and nitrogen
emissions.
Contact: R II, 1TE Monks Wood
Review on the environmental use of
genetically modified micro-
organisms (GMMs)
GAIMs Are being evaluated for use
a wide range of areas, such as
improving human health, biological
pest control, the degradation of
recalcitrant pollutants, the
improvement of soil fertihbf, and
waste water treatment. Despite the
promise of benefits to be gained
from the environmental release o
GMAls, there are concerns associated
with the potential risks they may pose
to public health and safety and their
ecological impact on ecosystems.
CEIts IVEM has recently advised the
Department of the Environment on
the status of research and field
experimentation in the use of
genetically modified micro-organisms,
drawing on expertise within CEH and
in other UK and international
organisations. The objectives were to
compare current and proposed
developments in biotechnology with
regard to the exploitation of bacteria.
requi  FCLI av
Mlerican regulator. I-,
......nsem ter the open rely:c.c....I
ceere conducte,1 I he
ing Rri,c,thJre
:Ind Ent: cOncept ut i Limit:tot-tit_ tor
(0.1  \I.  ere  als..  e /*red
he lt sihtlttr study rt....ealy:: he
f itait time common approaches to
regulation and ‘iimilar requirements
tor mlormation ackire ...s safer ihe
quch Unheated the nnin, in
appio:tches taken by  ( 11:1.1) member
countries to the regulation ol CiMMs.
;old established the basis Inc moving
towards harmonisation.
tonnam I Bailey AEI/
•tr.:RH LANKS Vt/TT•1 INDUSTRY
(ill has a wide range of links and
contacts with organisations in the
industrial and commercial secu.irs
(see Appendix 5). Four recent
examples are given beli)w.
Bacterial degradation of metal
cutting oils
Applied studies in CFI Fs IVEM have
led to the detection of microbial
communities with the ability to
neutralise the toxic effects of
important environmental pollutants.
Complex oil mixtures used as metal
cutting fluids, which are chemically
complex. carcinogenic, ioxic and
lia.ve a high cost of disposal. have
been found to be bniken chAvn by a
bacterial community of aerobic
heterotnwhs.
‘‘ork is being undertaken in
collaboration with Viridian
Bioprocessing Ltd and has potential
applications at an industrial level.
Connad lb. I Jones, ATM
Freshwater surfactants
071.1i4T41?: Geogrembicalle relert
regional totposelre (ONe)S1/10111 100/ TOK
birnpean Firers
GE! Fs 11-i s leading an international
collahorative study. lunded by a
consortium of industrial partners and
the I. K irm...merr ;;:,enc.,..
des.cri.ip anti validiiae e-cp.):-.ure
prcchieri (in ..,-“rw,r, tor ,ise ithin
F 'peatlenvi lmemal risk
a",,c—ment he f,)Lu<
tit t- protect the t/,t Ol 'dJtWfl
rtyairt henhc.tt, in rho
: Ft  01,nert
he aim i... ti> proclucea tin pc
pov,erhil and accurate nudn-,cale
exrusure prediction tool 1 he
rrRidellIng framework is being
developed within rwo c.be studn
catchments. the York.,hire en. In
the I K and the Ris er LarilRn i, a
basin of the River Po in Italy \ ke)..
CurilpOnent of the Si ork pnigramme
will be the development ul
techniques for the up-scaling ul
catchmem models to the reghmal pan
European scale
GREXL-ER has the objective of
developing and validating a poxs erful
and accurate aquatic ehemhA
exposure prediction tool for use
within the El environmental risk
assessment schemes. The target
chemicals for the current phase ol
the pri)ject are the surfactant linear
alkyl sulphonate (LAS) and boron.
These chemicals are common
CO nsiituenIs ordomestic washing
powder. CUTS Institute of I lydrology
is contracted to develop a robust
regional hydrological model for
predicting river flows and flow
veli wines within the ease study
unchments.
COIllad: tiuslard.
Testing of bubble screens
At lite IFF River Laboratory acoustic
bubble screens are being used to
deflect migrating salmon smolt,
through a novel 'hands uminting
system. The acoustic bubble screen
being used is the Bioacoustic Fish
Fence (BAIT). a completely original
system developed jointly and
patented by two private companies_
The screens are available from Fish
Guidance Systems Ltd.
7-op.. /titer Lembo-) below the source in
tbejordbills of the .11ps. Bottom. the
Lantbro downstream Milli/an. The latter
photograph clemir dentonslrates the
suspended Olgallic solids and algal
(mitten/ id Ibe touter utieb is directly
attributable to thepolhaant load front
Gigs IFI is validating the rise M ern
acoustic bubble sotto t as part gfa stston
for COW !ling btoa hie salmon sundts.
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THE Wf.DER iNFLUENCE OF CFH
"lbe past Stillinter ill nrilain has been
characterised hi wet ren rely low raittlalls
and minty: Concern bas been raised as
to the level of rel iability of water supplies
in such extreme droughts. CLII research
provides objective /Alm iquesi'br
estimating the severity nf such among/21s
and also provides planners and
engineers with m hodsJOr desi,gning
stojace water souirescimable qf meet ing
denmnd during suit extmine events.
_VnIfield Science Vow idol l
students at work.
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The BAH: uses a sound generator in
conjunction with an air-bubble
sheet to create a 'wall of sound'
designed to deflect fish. The sound
field can be precisely controlled.
One great advantage of the system is
chat it is highly effective in the dark
and in turbid conditions. Even
though the fish cannot see the
bubbles, the acoustico-lateralis and
auditory system permits them to
sense their surroundings accurately.
BAFFs form an integral part of
the [FE-designed smolt counting
system. LEE has validated the
system on behalf of the
Environment Agency. As a result of
this work, 1EE and Fish Guidance
Systems now have a formal
agreement whereby IFE endorses
the BAER In addition, 111E will
provide the test site for fut ore
products ill this range. The test site
will be developed as a
demonstration suttion for the
company.
Contact :: LW 4.1 111  ;reborn
CEH drought seminar
On 21 fune 1996 (1E11 held a
seminar on the Assessmenl  and
monitoring  of drot(kbts. The
delegates came mainly from the
Water Utilities, the Environment
Agency and the DoE. as well as
representatives from the Office of
Water Services and the House of
Commons Environment Committee
The seminar was organised to target
both a specific topic and specific
relevant organisations. It
concentrated on the practical
deliverables and expertise available
within CEH which could address the
specific needs of the water industry.
Presentations covered climate
change impact, historical trends,
assessment of drought severity,
economic consequences. the effects
on water qualiB and biota, the
effect of land use, and practical
demonstrations of computer models.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
School liaison activities
Schools activities in GUI have the
overall aim of encouraging young
people to take an active interest in
the environmental sciences. In
suppon of this aim, there is a
network of Schools Liaison Officers
throughout CEI I, supported by the
NIJIC Schools Pri)gramme from
Swindon.
Work experience schemes tend to
be the most popular activities, eg the
Nuffield Science Foundation's
Bursary Scheme. for students in the
16-18 year age group. The aim of
the Scheme is to give students at
Advanced CNVQ. %V level or
Scottish I ligher level the opportunity
to participate. in research projects,
to experience for themselves the
joys and pitfalls of science in
practice and to contribute to the
work of scientific institutions. ITE
participated in the Scheme in 1995
and 1996.
In 1995, six student placements of
six weeksduration were offerecl .
three funded by Nuffield and three
by ITE. The projects were designed
to ensure that the student would
benefit by undertaking a worthwhile
study, from learning [Inv techniques
and skills, and by completing a
report on their project• ITE benefited
from the work of the students in that
it complemented and extended
existing research programmes.
Building on [he successes in 1995,
seven students (funded by both
Nuffield and 11E) are now
completing projects for 1996 within
four of frE's research stations.
Several student, have used their
Nuffield work as the basis of their
'A' level practical projects, and one
student won a prize for her project
in the WMOCO Science Competition
1996.
Conlon': Mrs ITE Monk,
-I 0
CEH output and
peiformance
indicators
PUBLICAliONS
The Output Of publications. contract
reports and other qualitative and
LIa n titan ve indicators remains an
important prioriry within (Ili and has
been held at a high level. The rising
trend in recent years in the numbers
of peer-reviewed publications_
contract reports and authored books
has been maintained.
With the development of the CEI
Core Strategic Programme, more
attention has been paid to the volume
of publications relating to projects in
each of the newly classified
programme areas. Publication levels
arc particularly strong in scientific
disciplines traditional to CE11
Instimtes. bur the Centre also makes a
significant contribution in a number
of emerging priority areas.
LINKS
Links between CET/ Institutes, the
ligher Education Sector and other
organisations remain strong
(Appendix 3). The range of CPA I
representation on key external
scientific and decision-making
committees demonstrates the variety
of scientific interests across CEI I and
the regard in which Cal scientists
are held in the wider scientific
community. Some 72 places, as
chair. convenor, leader or member,
are held on 29 LiK. 10 European
and 25 international committees
LEH staff publications by Core Strategic Programme.
12,20-
bEeleblica ion
nR44ok4  iauthAr
li Contract ;tenor
IT Peer
interaction with industry and
commerce, as demonstrated in
Appendix 5.
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Other receipts
LI Commissioned Research
E Thematic Programmes
science Budget
Figure CFI  I  sources of income 95-96.
During the course of the
year considerable
progress has been made
in reshaping science
programmes within CEH.
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Finance and staffing
F1NANCV,
Science Budget
In the first full year of operation of
CELL die value of the baseline
Science Budget, which maintains the
Cliii Core Strategic Programme and
contributes towards the Centre's
infrastructure costs, was slightly
reduced below the 1994- 95 level. This
reduCtion is not, however, evident
from the figures in the year-on-year
summary (Figure 1) as these also
show the effects of borrowing from
central NERC funds, for both an
internal loan and cash flow assistance
in respect of slipped Commissioned
Research receipts.
During the course of the year
considerable progress has been made
in reshaping science programmes
within CM as a result of the
development of the New Funding
Model (NFM) for NERC. The Science
Budget and Thematic Programme
divisions in Figure 1 are as they will
appear under the NEM. Although the
full effects on resources and
management will not be felt until the
new CEH research programmes are
actually in place (in 1997-98). a broad
analysis of expenditure on projects in
1995-96 under the new Core Strategic
Programme has been prepared tor
planning purposes (Figure 2).
Prior to the formation of CEI-1, a
number of collaborative projects
existed in Institutes, mainly in
respect of externally funded
activities. The CM Integrating
Science Etind was established in
1995 for specific funding of three-
year projects within the Core
Strategic Programme regarded as
suitable for full collaboration
between two or more cofllponent
institutes. Seven projects, described
elsewhere in this Report, were
supported in 1995-96 at a cost of
S1520K through redirection of
existing activities. All CE1-1 Institutes
are involved in these projects and
the initiative has been rolled forward
into 1996-97.
Thematic Programmes
Ciill Institutes have continued to
compete successfully for NERC
Thematic Programme funds and in
1995-96 received support of )1;3. I 5M
under the following programmes:
• Terrestrial Initiative in Global
Environmental Research (TIGER)
• Terrestrial Initiative in Global
Geological Environmental
Research (OGGER)
• Land/Ocean Interaction Study
(LOIS)
• Pollutan Transport in Soils and
Rocks
• Wildlife Diseases
• Hydrological Radar Experiment
(HYREX)
• Large-Scale Processes in Ecology
and Hydrology
• Environmental Diacznostics
Integrating generic science 17%
Global change 70/0
Environmental
risks and extreme
events 4%
Pollution 18%
Figure 2.  Breakdown of core strategic expenditure by programme.
• Testable Models of Aquatic
Ecosystems
• Along Track Scanning Radiometer
• Atmospheric Chemistry Studies in
the Oceanic Environment
• Instruments for Field
Measurements in the Atmosphere.
Commissioned Research
Actual receipts from external
customers were lower in 1995-96
than in previous years, but the
picture was distorted by a significant
slippage of payments from major
customers into 1996-971. After taking
these into account, the overall level
of Commissioned Research activity
has been maintained. Figure 3
shows receipts from major
customers in 1995-96, with the
receipts in earlier years revalued tb
current prices for the purposes of
comparison.
STAFFING
emphaSis in CM continues to
be on recruiting and retaining high-
quali ty, well-qualified, well-trained
and motivated staff as the key
resource of the organisation. On 31
March 1996,624 staff were in post
in CE11, a net reduction of five
compared with 31 March 1995. Of
these, 196 are on fixed-term
appointments. Total staff numbers
in each of the CE11 Institutes are
contained in Appendix 6.
The numbers clo not, however,
reflect the significant numbers of
students working with CE11
scientists, or the visiting workers on
the Institute sites. In all, these
totalled in the region of 310 in the
course of the year, with resources
being found from within Institute
budgets to support their activities.
In some instances these included
additional cash contributions,
particularly towards CASE awards,
and in others calls on staff time for
supervision. Some 90 staff from
2'  10000
ca
16000
14000
12000
8000
a)
6000
4000
2000
Pests and disease
control and risk assessment
for GMOs 6%
0
Soil and soil/vegetation
interactions 4%
Land use science 16%
1991-92 992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96
Figure 3.  Receipts from major customers in 1995-96.
FINANCE AND STAFFING
Urban environments 1%
Biodiversity and population
processes 16%
Freshwater resources 11%
other parts of NEILL: (mainly British
Geological Survey and NERC
Computer Services) are also based
on CELT sites. The total number of
workers supported by the CEld
infrastructure is therefore over 1000.
The emphasis in CEH
continues to be on staff as
the key resource of the
organisation.
Othergovernment
Ordinary receipts
Private
Public
Environment Agency
Overseas Development Agency
Department of Environment
European Commission
Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries
and Food
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NERC structure
SCIENCE& TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE
Dr DI Drewry
CENTRE FOR BRITISH BRITISH
COASTAL & GEOLOGICAL ANTARCTIC
MARINE SCIENCE SURVEY SURVEY
Dr B L Bayne Dr P J Cook Dr R B I Ieywood
$ 'II 4
• *I I
COUNCIL
CIWRALtN
Mr R Malpas
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Prof I R Krebs
APPENDICES
FINANCE ESTABLISHMENTS
Mr C M Read Mr  J  Hansford
LTNIVERSITY
UNIFS
UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHAMPTON
OCEANOGRAPHIC
CENTRE
Prof .' G  Shepherd
RGT-ICS- Research Gran( and Dwitarry Atta I Comma/lee
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Membership of CEH
Programme Review Groups
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ecology
Land and water resources
(7[11Progran1117CS Prof II S Wheater (Chair) Engineeringh)!drhlogy Imperial College Iondon
Soil  & soil/vegetation Dr A M C Edwards Water quality Invironment Agency, Leeds
interactions Prof K Kiltham ;cril microbiology University of Aberdeen
Land use science Prol R II Marrs lnnd use tiniversity of Liverpool
Urban environment Dr) Mulder Soituvlerscicnce N1SK, Norway
Freshwater resources ! Prof G E Pens land/river inleniclions. I:niversity of Birmingham
Monitoring, data, assessment, valuation
Hydrology President of(iJI Programme Dr J C Rodda (Chair)
Integrating  ge eric Prof TA Burke Gerretic fingerprinting I ;niversity of Leicester
science l'rof PI Curran Remotesensing University of Southampton
Dr li III laioes-\ oung (as University of Nottingham
Mr j  .Murliss Atmospheric/Ionia/on UniversityCollege Inndon
Prof C Perri ngs lnwironmenkd economics rniversity orY(u-k
Dr P A S Rae Envirounzemalplanning British Gas
APPENDIX 3
University links
In addition to numerous collaborative research projects with sister Institutes
in the Natural Environment Research Council, CEH Institutes have a wide
range offonnal links, collaborative projects and affiliations with Higher
Education Institutions.
Twenty-one members of CEH staff acting as Visiting Professors
195 students (inc uding sandwich course and CASE students) at CE:11 Institutes from both UK and overseas universities
Some 400 university lectures given by staff during the past year
40 CEH staff acting as external examiners on undergraduate and postgraduate courses at UK and overseas universities
Collaborative research with 95 university departments through Ell, Non-Thematic and Thematic Programmes such as
TIGER, LOIS, Environmental Diagnostics, etc (see Appendix 3) and extensive involvement with university counterparts in
the development of new Research Council Thematic Programme proposals.
Close collaboration with universities on Commissioned Re earch programmes. For example,
• IFE manages nine subcontracts with six universities
• IH collaborates with ten universities on various projects
• ITE manages approximately i;1.2M in university subcontracts for UK Government departments involving 25
university departments
• ATM collaborates closely with the Universities of Edinburgh, Exeter, Oxford and Wales
APPENDICES
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CEH representation on key
external scientific and
decision-making committees
U K
U K
Committee
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MAJOR LEARNED SOCIETIES
British Ecological Society
British Ecological Society
British Hydrological Society
British 1 lydrological Society
British Mycological Society
British Phycological Society
Institution of Hydrological Sciences
Royal Society Biological Assessment Committee
Royal Socicty of Edinburgh
Society for General Microbiology
— Environmental Microbiology Committee
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT AND OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR
Advisory Committee for Dangerous Pathogens
Advisory Committee for Genetic Modification
Advisory Committee for Genetic Modification
Advisory Committee for Hazardous Substances
Advisory Committee on Pesticides
Advisory Committee on Pesticides
Advisory Committee on Release of (GM0s) into the Environment
Advisory Committee on Toxic Substances
Biodiversity Steering Group
Bio-resourccs Committee
Critical Loads Advisory Group
Critical Loads Advisory Group
Critical Loads Advisory Group
Critical Loads Advisory Group
Environment Agency Toxic Algal Task Group
Forestry Research Coordinating Committee
Interdepartmental Committee for Hydrology
ODA Environmental Research Programme Science Committee
Photochemical Oxidants Review Group
Radioactivity and Environment Committee
Red Deer Commission
Plant Disease Programme Review Committee
Scottish Office Health Dept. Working Party on Blue-green Algae
Technical Committee on Detergents and the Environment
UK Round Table on Sustainable Development (Water Subgroup)
CEll Representatives
Prof I Newton
Prof A J Gray
Mr F M Law
Mrs C Kirby
Dr J C Frankland
Dr S C Mabcrly
Dr H R Oliver
Prof I Newton Chair
Prof M G R Cannell
Dr R W Pickup Convenor
Dr E A Gould
Prof T M Roberts
Ms D Carey
Prof T M Roberts
Prof T M Roberts
Dr S Dobson
Prof A J Gray
Dr S Dobson
Prof T M Roberts
Dr E A Gould
Dr K R Bull
Prof D Fowler
Prof M Hornung
Dr A Jenkins
Prof C S Reynolds
Prof M G R Cannell
Mr F M Law
Prof T M Roberts
Prof D Fowler
Dr B J Floward
Prof B W Staines
Dr J I Cooper
Dr A E Bailey-Watts
Dr A House
Prof W B Wilkinson
Past-President
Vice-President
President designate
Chair
UK
EUROPEAN
OTHER
British Consultants Bureau - Water Engineering Committee
BSI Biological Methods Committee
CIWEM Membership Panel
FWR Algal Toxin Research Forum
Land Ese Research Coordination Committee
UK Federation of Culture Collections Committee
UKECC
EurAqua
EC Biotechnology Research Grant Committee
European Conservation Research Institute Network (CONNECT)
EEA Nature Topic Centre Board
European Forestry Initiative
European Forestry Institute Management Committee
European Inland Fisheries Advisory Committee Working Party
Natural Ilazards Section - European Geophysical Society
UNESCO International Hydrological Programme FRIEND - N Europe
INTERNATIONAL
Africa Committee
IAHS Programme Committee for IUGG 1999 Conference
IAHS International Commission for Surface Water
IAWQ UK National Committee
International Commission for Irrigation and Drainage
IDNDR Committee on Droughts
IDNDR Coordinating Committee
IDNDR Working Group
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, GTOS
1GBP, BAHC Committee
IGBP, GCTE Focus 3 Committee
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
International Committee onAtmosphere-Soil-Vegetation Relations
International Council for Research on Agro-Forestry
International Humic Substances Society
IUCN - Advisory Committee on Wetlands
IUCN/Species Survival Commission
ONECE Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution
UNESCO International Hydrological Programme - UK Committee
UNESCO International Hydrological Programme (S Africa FRIEND)
UNESCO International Hydrological Programme Project 1. FRIEND
UNESCO MAB UK Committee
WMO Commission for Hydrology
WMO Commission for Hydrology
WMO Commission for Hydrology
WMO GWEX Canadian Advisory Panel
WMO/UNESCO Freshwater Assessment Committee
Mr F H Farquharson
Dr P D Armitage
Dr F H Dawson
Prof A D Pickering
Dr L G Eirbank
Dr Day
Dr Day
Prof W B Wilkinson UK leader
Dr R W Pickup
Prof T M Roberts
Dr D Moss
Prof M G R Cannell
Prof M G R Cannell
Dr I J Winfield
Mr R Moore Convenor
Dr A Gustard Chair
APPENDICES
Dr A E Bailey-Watts
Prof W B Wilkinson Chair
Dr A Gustarcl Vice-President
Dr J S Wallace
Dr R Ragab
Dr J R Meigh
Dr J S Wallace
Dr I. S Anderson
Mr M A Beran
Dr J H C Gash
Dr ) I Ingram
Prof M G R Cannell
Dr J S Wallace Vice-President
Dr R R B Leakey
Dr E Tipping
Dr M C Acreman
Dr I J Winfield
Dr K R Bull
Mr F M Law Chair
Dr A Bullock Advisor
Dr A Gustard Chair
Prof T M Roberts
Prof W B Wilkinson UK Leader
Mr M A Beran
Mr F M Law
Prof W B Wilkinson
Prof I R Calder
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APPENDIX 5
Industrial and commercial links
CEH has a wide range of links and contacts with organisations in the industrial
and commercial sectors.
Jointly funded projects h
AEA Technology
Albright & Wilson
Arornascan
British Trust for Ornithology
Work subcontracted by CHU
Ash Consulting Group
Aguater
BIOSS
Baker Associates
Binnie, Black & Veatch
British Gas
CSL
Cairngorm Chaidift Co
DSFIA
ERM
Ecosystems (Asia) Ltd
Ensis
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Calladonian Partnership
Laserscan
National Trust
Natural Resources Institute
Institutes to/from industry/commerce includes:
Frank Graham Associates
Game Conservancy
lalcrow Fox
ICL
joss (Aberdeen) Ltd
Laurence Gould
Logica
Magnox Electric plc
Mott Macdonald
NRPA
National Power
North West Water plc
Ordnance Survey
Zeneca Ltd
Nevis Range
Pieda Ltd
South East Water plc
WCMC
Wallingford Water
Water Research Centre
Water Training International
Wessex Env Association
Wilmot Industries Ltd
Wilson Associates
etc
In total, CEH has subcontracted research work to or from some 84 industrial/commercial organisations during the year.
Licence agreements for manufacture or for use of patents — approaching 300 overall.
APPENDIX 6
CEH organisation
as at 31 March 1996
Director  Professor W B Wilkinson
Management Board  Professor W B Wilkinson. Director CEH
Professor T M Roberts, Director, Institute of Terrestrial Ecology and Deputy Director CEH
Professor A D Pickering. Director, Institute of Freshwater Ecology
Mr A G P Debney, Director, Institute of Hydrology  (Dr J S Wallace from  Nov  1996)
Professor P A Nuttall, Director, Institute of Virology & Environmental Microbiology
Mr P Williams, Head of Administration, CEH
Total staff  624 (1000 including students and visiting workers)
DIRECTORATE
Wallingford Laboratory
Crowmarsh Gifford
Wallingford, Oxon ORR) 8BB
Tel: 01491 838800 Fax: 01491 692424
Director  Professor W B Wilkinson
Director's secretary  Mrs V Lynch  (Mrs K Vann from Dec 1996)
Administration
Head of Achninistration  Mr P Williams (based at NERC Swindon Office and Wallingford)
Finance Officer/Deguty Head of Admin  Mrs H M Wood
Contracts Officer  Ms L A Aspinall
Administration  Miss L Jennings
Science and Marketing
Science policy and co-ordination  Dr J C Metcalfe
GCTE Project Office  Mr J I Ingram, Miss  I  Gaskin
Marketingand science administration  Dr W D Graham
Information
Information services
Technical
Safely technician
Staff  12
Mrs P A Ward (based at 1TE Merlewood)
Mr C Hankinson (based at ITE Merlewood)
0 INSTITUTE OF FRESHWATER ECOLOGYWindermere LaboratoryFar Sawrey, AmblesideCumbria LA22 OLPTel: 015394 42468 Fax: 015394 46914 Director  Prof A D Pickering
Head of Division  Dr J M Elliott Conservation of rare fish
Fish stock assessment and management
Modelling recruitment and growth
The stress response of fish
Head opivision  Dr B J Finlay Microbial diversity in fresh water
Management of lakes and reservoirs
Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa
Genetics of freshwater bacteria
Algal productivity
Palaeolimnology
Head of Division  Dr E W Tipping Radionuclide fluxes
Modelling upland acid soils
Pollutant transport
Nutrient fluxes in the aquatic environment
Automated water quality monitoring
Director  Prof J G Jones Freshwater Biological Association
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The River Laboratory
East Stoke
Wareham
Dorset BH20 6BB
Tel: 01929 462314 Fax: 01929 462180
Eastern Rivers Laboratory
Monks Wood
Abbots Ripton
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE17 2L5
Tel: 01487 773381 Fax: 01487 773467
Edinburgh Laboratory
Bush Estate
Penicuik
Midlothian EH26 OQ
Tel: 0131 445 4343 Fax: 0131 445 3943
NERC LOIS Laboratory
c/o Dept of Biology
University of York
Heslington
York YO1 5DD
Tel: 01904 434040 Fax: 01904 434041
Teesdale Laboratory
c/o Northumbrian Water
Lartington Treatment Works
Lartington, Barnard Castle
Co Durham DIA 2 9DW
Staff
 95
Head ofDivision
Head ofDivision(Acting)
Head ofDivision(Acting)
Head ofDivision
Head ofDivision
Head ofSection
Plynlimon Office
Staylittle
Llanbrynmair
Powys SY19 7DB
Tel: 01686 430652 Fax: 01686 430441
Stirling Office
Unit 2, Alpha Centre.
Innovation Park
Stirling FK8 4N
Tel: 01786 447612 Fax: 01786 447614
Staff
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Dr J Hilton
Dr L C V Pinder
Dr A E Bailey-Watts
Mr D V Leach
Dr D T Crisp
(to May 1995)
(6)INSTITUTE OF HYDROLOGYWallingford LaboratoryCrowmarsh CliffordWallingford, Oxon OX10 8BBTel: 01491 838800 Fax: 01491 692424
Mr J A Hudson
Mr R C Johnson
193
Land/river interactions
RIVPACS ecological impact orLow flows
Ecological assessment
Aquatic weed control
River Habitat Survey
Restoration of fisheries
Environmental impacts on lowland rivers
Flow regimes and fish recruitment
Land use change and water quality
Eutrophication in Scottish water bodies
Conservation of fish
Tropical limnology
Land—Ocean Interaction Study
Salmonids in upland streams
Impacts of impoundments
Afforestation and the aquatic environment
Director  Mr A G P Debney
Dr J S Wallace Global processes
(Director Illfroin Nov  /996)  Vegetation and soil processes
Sustainable agrohydrology
Impacts of global change
Dr A Jenkins Water quality systems
Pollution hydrology
Hydrochemistry
Catchment modelling
Dr A Gustard Flow regimes and environmental management
Flood and storm hazard
Systems modelling
Water resource systems
Mr F M Law National Water Archive
Hydrology software
Hydrologic GIS
Prof I R Calder Land use and-water efficiency
Experimental catchments
Sediment and waterborne fluxes
Mr M A Beran Community science and management
*et
INSTITUTE OF TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY
Monks Wood
Abbots Ripton
Huntingdon Combs PE1- 21,5
Tel: 0148- -73381 Fax: 0148- 773467
Monks Wood
Abbots Ripton
Huntingdon
Cambs PE17 2LS
Tel: 01487 773381 Fax: 01487 7-3467
Merlewood Research Station
Windermere Road
Grange over Sands
Cumbria 1./111 OJU
Tel: 015395 32264 Fax: 015395 34705
Edinburgh Research Station
Bush Estate
Penicuik
Midlothian EH26 OQ
Tel: 0131 445 4343 Fax: 0131 445 3943
Furzebrook Research Station
Wareham
Dorset BH20 SAS
Tel: 01929 551518 Fax: 01929 551087
Banchory Research Station
Hill of Brathens, Glassel
Banchory
Kincardineshire AB3 4BY
Tel: 01330 823434 Fax: 01330 823303
Bangor Research Unit
University of Wales, Bangor
Bangor
Gwynedd LL57 2UW
Tel: 01248 370045 Fax: 01248 355365
Environmental Information Centre
Monks Wood
Staff  277
Science sections
Staff
Dr S Dobson
Prof M Hornung
Prof M G R
Prof A J Gray
Prof B W Staines
Dr J E G Good
Dr B K Wyatt
INSTITUTE OF VIROLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
Mansfield Road
Oxford OX1 3SR
Tel: 01865 512361 Fax: 01865 559962
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Director  Prof T M Roberts
Environmental management
Ecological processes
Avian biology
Ecotoxicology
Land use
Soil ecology
Radioecology
Analytical chemistry R&D
Environmental Change Network
Forest modelling
Tropical forest ecology
Pollutant and trace gas fluxes
Plant ecology and genetics
Lowland vertebrate ecology
Plant ecology and genetics
Invertebrate ecology
Upland community ecology
Applied ecology
Upland vertebrate ecology
Biogeochemical cycling
Air pollution effects
Upland/montane ecology
Biological recording
Remote sensing
Geographical information systems
MICROBIOLOGY
Director Prof P A Nuttall
DepulyDirector Dr E A Gould
APPEN
Molecular microbial ecology
Microbial diversity
Virus ultrastructures
Plant virology
Ecology and biocontrol
Flaviviruses water-borne viruses biotechnology
Virus protein functions
Tick-borne pathogens
Molecular biology of baculoviruses
Orbivirus research of haculoviruses
r rc
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